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Trustees ·Debate Issues 
by Jim Leech 
The Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees met in Manhattan on 
Friday, Feb. 15. The Board of 
Trustees is the policy-making 
structure of the college and is 
made up of lawyers, 
businesspersons, faculty, 
staff, students, administrators 
and alumni with President 
· Whalen designated as "ex of-
ficio". 
Tenure and Promotion 
decisions were made at this 
meeting and are as follows: 
Julian Euell; from Assistant 
to Associate Professor of 
Sociology with Tenure. 
Jacquelin Green-Smith and 
Linday Krasilovsky from in-
structors to assistant 
professors of the School of 
Allied Health. Warwich Lister 
and Steven Mauk both from 
The School of Music were 
granted tenure. Arthur 
Ostrander, also from the 
School of Music was 
promoted from Assistant to 
Associate Professor and 
finally, Richard Creel, of the 
Department of Philosophy 
and Reiigion received a full 
professorship. 
According to a news release 
from the administration, "The 
Board reaffirmed its support 
of President Whalen and the 
administration in their efforts 
to carry out the Board's policy 
to enhance the quality and 
reputation of the College's 
academic program, plan for 
future programs, ~timulate a 
qualitatively improved 
enrollment, attract financial 
support and raise standards 
for the academic and 
professional excellence of the 
faculty." 
In addition to this the Board 
placed a full page ad in the 
Monday Feb. 18 issue of The 
Ithaca Journal. This 
resolution, published at the 
expense of the members of the 
Executive Comittee of the 
Board of Trustees is presented 
here in its entirety. "The Ithaca 
College Board of Trustees 
strongly reaffirms its support 
of President Whalen and the 
administration in their efforts 
Whalen States Views 
by Marie Morrissey 
In a Fe.bruary 18 interview 
\ icw, President Whalen resr: 
onded to questions regarding 
Faculty C\'aluation of a 
Pre~ident and tenure policie,. 
Faculty United organized last 
fall in an effort to provide a 
platform for more .powerfiil 
participation of faculty 
in relations with the 
administration. Though 
.:ot recognized by the ad-
ministration or the Board of 
Trustees, the group put 
together a faculty evaluation 
of the President and his ad· 
ministration, the results of 
which have not yet been 
released. The President said 
that any evaluation of him or 
his administration should be 
initiated at the request of the 
Board of Trustees. Faculty 
points of view and concerns 
must be represented stated 
Whalen, but a faculty decision 
to evaluate should be done "a 
little bit more formally, a little 
bit more objectively" and that 
they should "make certain 
that there is some credibility--
not anonymity--associated 
with it." President Whalen 
feels that "a lot of things were 
not asked that should have 
been a~ked" in Faculty 
United's questionnaire 
evaluation. He al~o feels that 
there are aspect~ of listing 
fund raising and hi~ re,pon-
sibilitie~ in Washington and 
Albany a, examples. 
The intent and motivation of 
tlli~ evaluation havt: to be 
examined said the President. 
It is unclear whether or not 
Faculty United intends to 
publicly release the results of 
the questionnaire. If public 
release is a possibility, the. 
Pr~sident feels that such in-
tent should have been stated 
on the questionnaire. Accor-
ding to Whalen, if the intent 
of the evaluation is to tell the 
Board of Trustees that the 
faculty is unhappy with the 
President then "they have 
made that point very clear." 
He said that specific issues 
must be dealt with and "not 
the vague .generalization of 
'Jim Whalen as an 
authoritarian personality.' ls 
it that the faculty wants the 
last word on who gets tenured 
and who doesn't? ls, the 
faculty saying that they ,hould 
have the right to. veto th~· 
Board of Trustees? Well, 
then clearly we have a dif-
ference of opinion thcrc ... not 
a personality problem.'' 
The Pre~ident said that mo,t 
problems between the f acuity 
and the administration seem 
tcstem from personnel decisions. 
In Feb. of I 977, President 
Whalen appointed members of 
a Tenure and Prornotiom 
Committee from "a list of 
people that the faculty dre\\ 
up." Whalen said that the in-
tent of the committee was to 
have a voice other than the 
President's making tenure 
judgements. 
On the subject of faculty 
tenure, Whalen said, "We are 
beginning the process of put-
ting some restraint on tenure. 
"We are doing careful 
evaluations of what we can 
expect for the future ... We are 
trying very hard to position 
ourselves for the '80's." He 
explained that statistics show a 
projected decrease in student 
enrollment in the I 980' s as a 
result of a decreasing birth 
continued on page J4 
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photo h_v· Atarc Finkcl~te111 
to carry out ;he Board·~ 
policies to enhance the quality 
and reputation of the 
College's academic prog1ams, 
plan for future programs, 
stimulate a qualitatively im-
proved enrollment, attract 
financial support for the 
College, and raise standard~ 
for the academic and 
professionalexcellence of the 
faculty. The Board commend~ 
the Pre~ident and the ad-
mini~tration for the manner 111 
which they ha\e worked to 
carry out the Board's direc-
tion~. 
"The Board deplore~ re..:ent 
public ,tatcmenb by a grour 
of faculty member, not onl) 
bccau~c they are Llll-
;)rofes~ional and raise ,eri"ot1, 
ethical problems, but aho 
because they demean the in-
stitution and the facull~ a, a 
whole. 
"The B0ard al~o deplore•. the 
purpor!ed ·c\aluation' or the 
President and the ad-
:11inistration by a ~elf appoin-
ted group and it~ announced 
plam lO publicize the re~ulh of 
tl1i<; purported 'e\ aluation'. 
"Such bcha\·ior can only ~cr-
\ C to damage Ithaca College 
and member, of The College 
Community. It ser\'e, no 
useful and no producti\ e pur-
pose. 
"An independent evaluation 
of governance at the College, 
conducted by The Association 
of Governing Boards of 
Colleges and Universities at, 
the request of the Board of 
Trustees, determined that the 
actions of the administration, 
in particular those of the 
President, were sound and 
proper. 
"The Board reaffirms its 
continuing concern with ex-
cessive Tenure as we, in com-
mon with other institutions of 
higher educ::ition, face uncer-
tain enrollmenb in the future. 
The Board commended the 
President for his diligenc~ and 
concurs in the actiom he ha, 
taken in addre~sing the 
problem. 
"These action, ha\'c been in 
full accord \\ith the direction 
gi\ en to the President hy The 
Board of Trm1ees. · · 
According to Bette .\nn 
~.;acb, student trmtce, 
Pre,iclent Whalen provickd 
the Board 1, ith an update l•I' 
Unionilation an,l the 1-::.K. K. 
rna,q11t:radc incident. Reron, 
from the tollll\\i11g committee, 
\\CIC al,l) he,lid: fru,:·:e~hip, 
Finan..:,:, R·:,(1ur,·e,. 
Eclucat1:rnai l'olic:y, Compcn-
,:1tion Bcnclih and the 
E:-.ecL:ti\'c Cl1111mi1tec. ·1 he 
Board also pa,,ed .. , ·~'l'lutwn 
of apprcei:1tio11" to: lth:ka 
College Football Cnach J:,n 
l3uttc1 field, and f,)r the former 
\'ice Pre,ident fur Colkge 
RL"latinn, and Rc,L•urcc 
Development, Charle, \lc-
Cord. 
Co111111en:in!l on the n1 crall 
at 1110,pherc lit· th,· Board 
meeting. '.--ad,, t'clt it Ill he 
.,0111e1\ hat · ·antic\ irnact ic:. · · 
Shl' ~ho <.:l)l11Jl1cn:cd ihat a, a, 
,tucknt rru,tee ,he"ab,tained 
from most of the , ot111g 
bccau,e nelt her ~idc Cllll\ inccd 
her of bemg totally nght. 
"Abstainmg i, thc bc,1 wa> 
for me to e:-.prc,, m~ di,scn-
s1on without ,:au,1!1!! 
aggre\ation." ,aid Sack,. 
Board member, iviarjehnc 
Hoefer and William Ter-
williger, protes,or of English 
both declined comment on an~ 
of the Board', actI\'itie,. Ac-
ting Provost Frank Falcone 
and President Whalen were 
both unavailable for rnm-
ment. 
Supreme Court 
Rules on Yeshiva 
by Andrea Herman 
The Supreme Court ruled, 
in a 5-4 split deci~ion, that the 
faculty at Yeshiva University 
in New York cannot unionize 
because they are managerial 
employees of the university, 
who play a ~ignificant part in 
the school', decision-making 
procc". Thi~ major labor la,\ 
-- dl'C:i~ion, \\h1ch pertains to 
pri\·ate ,,·ho,)h, ha, bel'll long 
,ll\a1IL'd h the Itha,·a C,1lk12L' 
'n1mrnu11,i"> a, the c'l1llege a1;d 
till' i\,1t1on,II I .1h1r P.l'L1tll1n·, 
BL'ard prcpa,e lt' t:Ll IL' ,·,,u,t 
,in Frid.11. l'd1 22 Lllcr the 
fatL' (1!° thL• ,iii\ lllllL'dl!.!(ll/1°cl 
lthal-;,\ ( 'nlkµl' I ,tLltlt, 
,-\ S'\)(Jal ILlll. 
:\CL"LHd1ng Ill the :\,,llCiatl'd 
Press, the majority opinion of 
the court, written by Ju,ticc 
Powell, said it i~ clear that 
Yeshiva l1as to rely upon it, 
faculty to make and 1111-
plemcnt college pLll i<.:\ ,111d 
that one cannot ,epa,atc 
profc,\ional 1 nt crest, I rulll the 
Uni\CI ,ity', 1111c1l''.l, D1,,L·11 
tmg. l1p1111P11, \\l'll'. .:,p1c,,ed 
l1\ .lthlkl' B1c·1111,111 Llil h,·'1,dl 
l'! l11111'l'II a11d lwtllL" 
\\ 1111c'. \l.11,h,ill .illll Ill.id 
n11111 I !ll' d~·t.ul" 1): i t1v r 1il1111• 
,\,'ll.' illl.l\.ti\.lhk .: , ,,I :)IL 
I'll bl1,·.1 I,, 'il ,k.id I II 'l' 
"lk,,:,1,,· \\(' 11.1-.,· lllll ll.ld 
:he ,k, 1,1,•I' ... ,,,•d I( I )11•.clJJ; 
\'I !'11J,[:.._ Jillllll\J,t ',l'I \\.:ll, • 
Bllf ll )ll, • '.\ l' \. .tll !\1 I I Jil, : II [ 1 
. ()/l{/1/1/l'li 11/1 /1(/!'(' 1/ 
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Student Government is SJ1onsoring Awareness Weeks. Do you 
think ha,·ing A,rnrencss Weeks is a good idea? 
···:, .. , ...1 
. l 
Paul Whisperjet Acctg. '81 
I think chat Awarenes~ 
\\'eek is good because it allow, 
the IC community to learn a 
liuk more about ~ubjects that 
they are not totally aware of. 
Leslie Bodner Soc. '81 
I think that Awareness 
Weeks arc a good idea. It gives 
people the opportunity to 
learn about what is going on in 
our society. Women's 
Awareness Week was 
definite!~ a smart idea! 
'·.:~ 
I Leslie Pohl Bus. Mgmt. '81 
I fed that the information 
;1\ ailablc during Awarene~~ 
\\'eek i, pretty -comrlcte for 1/' 
:ho,e \\ho arL' ir1tcrc"1ed, but ' 
ll!l fort unatel~. the a path~ on Mike Agostinelli Fin. '81 
th1, camru, ,ecm~ co make - Ye'>, they \\Oulcl be good for 
an, kind llf A\\,trene-,s \\'eek bringing up current i,sue, to 
un~uc~c,,iul. \layhe if there initiate qudent in\olvcrnent 
\\a, Sl)lllC kind of gimmick to and opinion. 
,tirnulatc people into inquiring. 
It \\ ould go over better. 
Fred Schlet'er Magmt. '81 
Awarcnes~ weeks are 
definitely bendicial. They 
help to open up ear, and eyes 
to what is really going on in 
the community. I am strongly 
in support of keeping aware of 
Awareness Weeks. 
Sue Holman Bus. Mgmt. '81 
l ·on·~ Friedman Pol. '81 Awareness Weeks are good, 
I kfinitdy. hecause any because this institution should 
J'll\!,'.l.111\ that can open the keep us informed ofcurrent 
,·, l'~ .111d L'ar, l,r people is not social issues. It's too bad 
,,111\ bcndil·ial to thmc in- people procrastinate so much. 
,,\hl'd but the entire com- We don't incorporate these 
111111111, a,\\dl. issuesintoourdailvlives. 
THE ITHACAN February 21, 1980 
EDITORIAL 
One of the Ithacan's we~test sources of communication with the rest <~( the I. C. com-
munity comes from the letters to the editor and Op Ed articles sent to us every week. 
We at the Ithacan graciously accept and respect those of you who take the time 0111 to ex-
press yourfee!in?,s to us and to the community. We need this kind of input to find out more 
about ourfellow students. 
Howei•er, it should be pointed out that we do have some guidelines. Al/ letters and Op Ed 
material 11111st be submitled by Tuesday 7 p. m. for Thursday publication. All materials must 
be submitted with the writers name and grade or occupation. Names will only be withheld 
upon request in extreme circumstances. Letters must be typed, double space. 
The Ithacan may trim pieces ol'er 200 words if the need for space warrants. A II materials 
submitted become the property of the Ithacan and we are not required to return them. Also, 
we cannot ?,uarantee publication of any materials submitled. 
Besides the fellers and Op Ed material, we also encoura?,e the submission of classified ads. 
Classifieds should be kept as brief as possible. They can advertise or say anythin?, ·you 
please but as with the letters and Op Ed it is up to the descretion of the editors whether of not 
they are p11blished. Classifieds are free of charge. 
We at the Ithacan are basically fair and open minded people. We will not hold a piece 
from publication unless it slanders or insults a voup or individual. We are not censors. 
We invite everyone to work with us in bringing some level of unifying communication to 
the student body. 
- -· --·- - -. 
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Editors Note: Editors J\ote: 
This is the last Ithacan until 
after vacation. The first one 
will be March 27. All leuers, 
announccmenh, cla~sifieds 
and copy arc due on Tues, 
March 25 at 7pm. 
T-Shirt desigm arc to be 
handed in to the Office of 
Campus Activitie\, not Career 
Planning. 
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February 21, 1980 THE ITHACAN Page J 
Yoo Hoo, Remember the Students? 
To the Editor: group excluded; namely, the eluded. lot of faults. However, this representative on the Faculty 
Well, I'm sure that all of students. I'm sure that some of the latest chain of events strikes Tenure and Promotion Corn-
this conflict between t_hc Who? Students? What's a commenb I'm going to make me as ~elf-serving. When mittec. The only input \\e 
faculty and admininstration is Student? Well, I'll be happy here arc not going to make me ~tudcnts approached the have is our faculty evaluation, 
very entertaining to the to answer that question. popular, but my concern is faculty about supporting their and out student trustee; blc,, 
population of Ithaca, New They are the 4400 people that with student here. This unionization move, we were them both. 
York. I'm also sure that the keep this institution operating current exchange between the told ·"don't call u~, we'll call Of cour~e, th~ student~ arc 
faculty, administration and They are the people who arc faculty and administration is you." And if that wa5n't the one's that have to bear the 
Board of Trustees arc glad ultimately, the most affected profiting no one , least of all enough, we were never called! brunt of thc~e hiqorical 
that they are able to express by decision making around the students. In fact, the only Of course, what the whole follie~. 
their opinions about one here. Ithaca College is Not the one that's profit[ng from it is dilemma centers around is the Student~ arc now faced with 
another. However, in Board of Trustees, Not the the Ithaca Journal. age-old question that has losing our be~t profes~cm 
following the confrontations administration, Not the ICFA, Now, I would be the last one plagued capitalism since its because of cutbacks in the 
that have cropped up this year Not Faculty United, Not the in the world to claim that the birth; that is, people vs. $$. In future and we're ,tuck with 
between the above mentioned students, but all of us. But .administration of the faculty or this case many faculty mcm- some tenured faculty that arc, 
groups, I see one, very large most of "us" are being ex- the student body don't have a bcrs want job security and the let's just say, mediocre. 
I Welcome Criticism, Bute o o 
From the Editor: occur here. After an endless So you see - in my eyes - you 
Do you know that we start cycle of tracking down studen- have a choice. You can have a 
laying out the Ithacan on ts and faculty, and literally vehicle of information with a 
Wednesday at noon - and have begging our way into ad- few spelling and punctuation 
finished as late as 10am Thur- ministrativc offices - we still mistakes ... or you can have no. 
sday? (our new record is have an 18-22 hour layout 5ource of information on 
4:30am) session ahead of us! I would campus issues at all. 
I just thought you should be love to see a gramnatically Then again - anyone with a 
aware of this so the next time correct paper with no complaint could come down 
you approach me on a Thur- misspellings and no crooked and help and maybe we could 
s'tlay afternoon and tell me headlines - yet, I realize this is produce a "perfect" paper 
that a word was spelled wrong impossible because of the and maybe we could remem-
or your classified got left out - limitation of human beings - ber that Wednesday and Thur-
you'll understand my reaction. and our method of sday are two very separate 
The Ithacan is a weekly layout/training (people are ac- days. 
"struggle" to inform the IC tually learning - one isn't born Think about it 
comunity of the events which with skills in paste-up). Eva Grodberg 
Oarkson Says Thanks 
To the Editor: enough at this point·. all over the world. I even enjoy 
Dear friends: It was told to me that in the bicycling, including the 660 
Let me use this opportunity to discussion last Friday, one foot climb over six miles on 
thank every one who has writ- Trustee asked why I would my_return trip home. 
ten or spoken on my behalf in want 'to continue working At this point, I enjoy excep-
the recent tenure controversv. anyway. The answer is clear: I tional health, and feel men-
It is so heartening to have ;o am an incurable workaholic. I tally quite alert. Hence, if 
rna~v friend~. At a time of love my work with students, anyone else asks, these are the 
voca.tional rejection (on the large numbers of them, and basic reasons why I want to 
part of ~ome in authority) the with fellow faculty persons. continue working. I shall ex-
letters in ddcn,e of me have Ha\'ing just completed within pcct to teach here for next year 
been mo~t important to. me the year a 382 page thesis (af- and will continue to hope that 
pcr~onallv to bolster one·, ter some four revisions) I am ~omehow I may continue in 
spirit. T!{ey have not been an now working to have it the teaching profession for 
excefcise in futilitv. A negative published in some form. One some time yet to come. I am 
decision after eig!{tcen ye;n of chapter is already accepted in not ready to quit. Thanks 
~Cr\'ice to an institution is a a book to be published in again. 
difficult situation to face. I England. And I am this spring Sincerely, 
George E. Clarkson mmt personally thank in notes finishing a monograph for 
dozens of graduates from Emmanuel College, Cam-
many states for their part, and bridge, England, one of 25 
cannot thank each one of you working on this project from 
Philosophy and Religion 
Dept . 
Student Questions Editorial 
receives from the pageant is 
rated a llat zero. 
To the Editor: thereby qualifying me as a 
A question concerning the sexist being. 
Ithacan editorial of two weeks The editorial denounces the 
ago: Was your editorial the upcoming pageant as "blatan-
concensus of the entire tly sexist" and "oppressive to 
Ithacan staff, or a product of women." These statements 
the predominantly female tend to conjure up images of 
editorial bloc? Dave Lord and the all-male 
It seems to me that the organizing committee rubbing 
Ithacan is overly concerned their hands together viciously 
about the tragic plight of the and drooling with blissful lust 
female in modern society. over the prospect of leering at 
Please accept my most sincere human slabs of meat. The 
apologies for being born male, prestige Ithaca College 
Rally on Tu~sday 
Friends: trustees feel 1t necessary to 
WILL THERE BE AN take a full page ad in the 
ITHACA COLLEGE IN 2 Ithaca Journal in support of 
I will cat my words the day 
the editors of the Ithacan talk 
the actual contestants of the 
contest out of participating, 
rather then attempting to can-
cel the pageant without 
· their output. How would' 
you put it? "I'm very sorry, 
but you are not allowed to par-
ticipate in this year's pageant. 
You are all victims of a male-
oriented sexist ceremony." 
For that matter, can you con-
vince all Americans that Bert 
Parks is not an American in-
stitution, but rather, a 
chauvini~t ringleader/per-
pctuator of world's premier 
anti-female affair, as can be 
YOU as~umed from your editonal. 
YEARS? .the President? 
How does the current WHO CARES? 
dispute between the faculty SHOULD!! 
and the President affect you Come to a rally and 
and your chances for discussion of these issues on 
graduation'? Tuesday, Feb. 26 at 12:15pm 
: Why are some of the faculty in front of the Union. ff 
eva'tuation the President'? there·~ inclement weather, the 
Why has the President rally will. be held at 2pm in the 
called some of the faculty Crossroads. Hear faculty and 
"unprofessional" and administration present their 
"unethical"? view~. Your future is on the 
Why did the Board of line. 
Granted, a degree of ~exism 
exists on the Ithaca College 
cam pm. The Ithacan, 
however, should not be u,ed 
as a vehicle for fcminisb' 
. right~. Propagancfom Ill an 
o(~an of campm information 
i~ - a far \\Or~e cnme than 
sc,ism. You don·1 use ga,olinc 
to fight fire. 
continued on PURe 18 
administration wanb to Because of poor planning, thi~ 
balance the books in the 80's school is going to the dog's. 
with it'~ "decreasing Well, in the final analy,1s, 
enrollment." This is an unfor- the reputation, quality and 
tunate situation which has stability of Ithaca College i~ 
been camcd by "over- ultimately told by one group; 
tenuring" in the past. Who's the students, who become 
fault is that? The Ad- alumni, who become the real 
ministration and Board of authorities on the subject of 
Trustees will say the faculty Ithaca College. And without 
and the faculty will say the their good faith there \\ill be 
Board of Trustees and the ad- fewer students at J.C. in the 
ministration. Well, in the past future than even the most 
five years the faculty has not paranoid arguer of the 
denied one faculty member a "declining enrollment" theory 
recommendation for tenure, could imagine in their wildest 
and the Board of Trustee5 has dreams. That's when thi, 
tenured a lot of these faculty faculty/administration con-
in the past five years and prior nict will be resolved; when it 
to that. So, the fault doesn't becomes mental masturbat1on. 
lie solely in either place, it lies Thoma5 Erbland; 
in both. But that's all water Chairperson 
under the bridge. I can tell Student congrc~s 
vou who's fault it isn't. The and Thomas Famulary 
;tudcnts'. \Ve don't have a 
BOC Mismanaged? 
To The Editor: 
I am rather horrified at the 
gross mismanagement or the 
Bureau of Concerts. Accor-
ding to the student gover-
nment report that was handed 
out to all club treasurers, the 
B.0.C was allocated Sl8,415 
for the 1979-80 term. It is 
rather hard to believe that thi~ 
amount of money was lost on 
only two concerh! If this i'> 
true, then maybe the Bureau 
of Concerts should be 
abolished and a profes5ional 
promoter should be hired by 
the student government in its 
place.· 
This is not the only screw up 
the B.O.C. has had as an 
organization. I am not laying 
blame, on its membeVi, but 
rather on the organization. Two 
years prior the B.O.C. failed 
to have Sourhside Johnney 
and the Asbury Juke~ at its 
annual free concert. Thi~ \\a, 
due to failure 10 ~et up the gym 
in case of inclemenr 1, cat her 
(the e1·em i\ usually outdoors). 
The banc.l sho1\ed up, collec-
ted $5000 and left because 
there was no faciliry set up fo1 
them m play in. 
Last year, the 13.0.C. held a 
Little Feat concert in which a 
very dangerous ~ituation aros • 
due to lack of crowd cont rot. 
This resulted in breakage - ,. 
the doors at the entrance of 
the gym prior to admission to 
continued on page 14 
Restaurant Francai, 
J 
Now accepting 
reservations for 
graduation 
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Poor Attendance at Public Forum 
To the Editor: stations. 
As the chairperson of this 
forum, my expectations for. 
a large turnout were filled with 
guarded op_timism. Unfor-
tunately the turnout was much 
smaller than I had hoped. In 
fact, only five students came 
to share their thoughts and 
ideas with me (four of which. 
are student congress mem·-
bers). There were also two 
faculty members and two staff 
members in attendance. 
The input of the people who 
did attend was beneficial to me 
and I hope to put some of 
these ideas into action. 
However the input I received 
by the amount of people who 
did not attend is to some ex-
tent more significant. As the 
forum came to a close last 
Wednesday, I asked myself 
(because I was the only one 
there) why didn't more people 
continued on pa~e 14 
On Wednesday, Feb. 13, 
Student Government spon-
,ored a Public Forum on 
Academic Affair~. The pur-
po~e of this forum was to 
define the academic issues at 
Ithaca College. The forum was 
open to the students, faculty, 
~taff and administrators at 
Ithaca College. In addition it 
was held at two different times 
in two different locations in 
order to accomodate people 
\\ho have comflicting 
,chedules with either time. The 
advertisement for the forum 
was quite adequate. A large 
poster was displayed in the 
Union. Flyers were put up in 
the Union, the dorms, the 
library, Friends Hall, Textor 
Hall, Mueller Hall, the Science 
Building, Hill Center, the 
Music Building and Job Hall. 
Notification of the event ap-
peared in the Ithacan as an ar-
ticle, as an announcement and 
as a part of the week in review. 
Announcements were sent to 
the deans, of each school and 
chairperson of each depar-
tment. Finally, announcemen-
h were made on local radio 
Work Toward Improvement 
Food 
To the Editor: 
The Food Fast for Cam-
bodian relief on Tuesday, Feb. 
26, is well under way. In 
cooperation witb Macke and 
the Student Government, the 
group has been greeted with 
much enthusiasm. 
Fast 
self reliance in areas of severe 
starvation, disease and death. 
Cambodia is in such a state 
and Oxfam is already under-
taking relief efforts. · Field 
directors in Cambodia main-
tain close contact with the 
projects Oxfam supports. 
Therefore, the money received 
can be directed in those areas 
most needed. 
To The Editor: 
During the past month, a 
group of students .have been 
working towards improving 
the School of Business pre-
registration process. A 
proposal for a revised system 
was circulated among students 
who take business· courses. In 
total, we received 432 
signatures, approxiamtely 50 
percent of all Business studen-
ts in support of this proposal. 
The purpose of this letter is to 
let those 43·2 people, as well as 
the rest of the ~tudent body, 
know what is happening. 
Ten days ago we met with 
Dean Howard Brown and 
Assistant Dean David Long to 
formally present the proposal 
and then subsequently for 
discussion and clarification. 
Their official ruling is that it is 
not possible to implement the 
proposed system for the up-
coming preregistration. In-
stead, they have opted to study 
the proposal further and, 
pending the results of this 
evaluation, may consider it for 
use sometime in the neat 
future. 
Though this is somewhat 
less than we had originally 
hoped for, we as students have 
taken a major step in bringing 
an important issue - to.. the 
forefront. The School of 
Business administration is 
being responsive to our con-
cerns and suggestions and has 
asked us to work along with 
them on developing out ideas. 
It is essential that we as 
students do not let this 
proposal die amidst exams and 
vacation. Our voice is an im-
portant one. It is time we once 
again learned to use it. 
Thank you, 
Scott Sax 
Some questions that have 
come up repeatedly arc, who is 
getting the money? And can 
this organization be trmted to 
get out money to the Cam-
bodian refugees? 
The organization selected to 
accept and destribute our 
money is Oxfam-f\merica. 
Oxfam is a ~mall non-profit 
international agency that sup-
ports relief and reconstruction 
Oxfam is completely depen-
dent on contributions and has 
no religious or political af-
filiations. The money you give 
is channeled directly and ef-
ficiently to the projects. 
Hudson Heights Shuttle Bus 
development projects in 
Africa, Asia and Latin 
America. Oxfam 's traditional 
role has been to work with 
disaster victims to restore their 
f 
) 
I 
Fasting for one day doe~ 
more than share the experience 
of hunger felt by 25 percent of 
the people around the world. 
The money saved and donated 
can be a significant part in 
assistging poorer people. By 
continued below 
Go Fish 
at 
East Tower Deli 
by Eva Grodberg 
Student Congress voted last 
night to allocate partial fun-' 
ding to reinstate the shuttle 
bus between Hudson Heights 
and the I.C. Union. The shut-
tle will begin operation, on a 
trial basis, after vacation. 
Guess how many goldfish are 
in the jar ~nd win a 
cheese gift pack! 
Contest runs Februarv 21 thru 28. 
ol 
Tom Erbland, congress chair-
person stated, "Hopefully, the 
shuttle will become a per-
manent fixture if it goes O\'er 
will this spring. I am very 
pleased that people, in par-
ticular, women, can travel 
between home and campm 
without fear." 
Planning for the ser\'ice wa"' 
done by. Diane 
Stuhldreher,Jim Leech and 
Pete Shwartreich, all of whom 
arc congres~ representatives. 
*Food Fast 
continued from above 
choosing to become involved 
you are helping to awaken 
Americans to the politics of 
food and the need for 
everyone to take more control 
ai 
over how their food is 
produced, transported, kept 
and sold. So please, Don't eat 
Feb. 26 so others can. 
~ Thomas J. Finnegan 
! The Circuit Tree services all 
~ brands of television, home 
1t and car· stereo systems, etc. 
Warranty Station for Sony, 
RCA, Panasonic, GE TV, 
Sanyo, Bo~i. Pioneer, 
Hitachi and other brands. 
"lousecalls 
203 Dev St. • Ithaca, NY 14850 • 272-8584 
·sPRING BREAK 
Warm Weather Packages 
Available to: 
~~a 
Curacao 
. . l'he IJaJi 
~,\\ 'cllJJas 
Dominican Republic 
Gr. Bahamas/Out Islands 
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~1>1' h ~ '1/~A. 
~{\\\~ 
u$· &.-
~'vv ·ro ~~ v· · ~eo 
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Please call for Details and Prices 
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414 Eddy St.-273-4443 ',,, __ --.. .. 1_-"E~ 
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New Library Director by July 1? 
by Bonnie Ernisse 
The search committee for 
the Director of the Library has 
reached an initial interview 
stage, according to committee 
chairperson Meryle Gaston. 
Gaston, who is presently the 
Acting College Librarian 
Director, stated that she is 
"very optimistic" about filling 
the position by July I. 
From an initial 35 applican-
ts, the committee has selected 
five candidates for further 
consideration. Of this group, 
four have already spent time 
on campus being questioned 
by the committee and by other 
concerned groups. The final 
candidate will be interviewed 
next week. After meeting with 
the last applicant, the commit-
tee will decide upon two final 
candidates for further con-
sideration. 
According to Gaston, the 
search committee is made up 
of Assistant Provost Grace 
Allen, Professor Steve Ryan 
and several members of the 
library staff. During the final 
procedures, students, faculty 
and deans will be allowed to 
participate in the decision-
making. Time will be set aside 
for each of these groups to 
meet the candidates and pose 
que~tions to them. Gaston ad-
ded that student input is 
greatly needed by the commit-
tee. 
The committee, which wa~ 
initiated in Dec. i\ the second 
attempt to find a new 
librarian. A previous commit-
tee, which was discontinued in 
the spring of 1979, was unable 
to hire someone from the 91 
potential applicants. Gaston 
commented that in com-
parison to the previous attem-
pt, "on the whole they were 
better applications, we had a 
good pool to work from."' 
Another member of the library 
~taff felt that the decision to 
deny tenure status to librariam 
may have been a reason why 
no replacement could he 
found. It was added that "of 
course, everyone looking for 
employment would consider 
that. If you want to immer,e 
yourself in your work, you 
don't want to worry about job 
security." 
had faculty <;tatu~. At tha1 
time, Acting Provost Frank 
Falcone stated that after 
working with Rift for two 
years, he felt a change wa~ 
needed. He explained that "a, 
an administrator, Rift wa, 
subject to all admini,trativc 
polici",, including the 
pos~ibility of losing his 
position." 
Rift credits hi~ ter-
Isms Weeks Continue 
The position was vacated 
when Leo Rift was let go in 
1978. Rift, who has tenured 
,tatus took a position in the 
catalog department and was 
temporarily replaced by 
mination as a result of the lack 
of communication between the 
administration and himself, in 
addition to differing opinions 
rfegarding staff status and the 
library's role. "Then: 
was no meaningful com-
munication bet ween the 
Provost and myself," he said. 
"He simply didn't want to 
work with me." 
bv Linda Levermore 
· This week is "Sexism 
Weck" at Ithaca College, and 
a program of panel discussion, 
group forums, and films is 
being sponsored by Student 
Government to address the 
topic. Sexism Week is the first 
of five student awareness 
programs, explained Sally 
Beneman, V.P. of Campus 
Affairs. The programs to 
come are: Gay Awareness, 
(Feb. 25-29) Alcoholism 
(March 17-21 ), Racism (March 
24-28) and Vandalism (March 
31-April 4). Beneman takes 
credit for the topic ideas, but 
says she collaborated with 
Diane Stuhldreher, in putting 
the sexism week program 
together. "I think that sexism 
is something that men and 
women alik~ should be make 
aware of", said Beneman. 
To facilitate the program-
ming, Stu.dent Government set 
up an information table in the 
Union lobby and a variety of 
STUDY 
ABROAD 
WITH 
SYRACUSE 
UNIVERSl1Y 
Spring 1980/Summer 1980 
SE'.\tESTER PROGRAMS: 
a Florence • Madrid 
pamphlets. Information on 
the week's events are available 
thereeveryday between l O am 
and 3 pm. Although the first 
scheduled event, a peer group 
forum entitled, "The Virgin 
Whore" received minimal at-
tendance, Monday. evening's 
"speak-up" session was a suc-
cess. The "speak-up" was 
organized by Bette AnnSacks, 
student trustee, who said that 
one thing that ca.me out of the 
session was an idea for a 
academic grievence center or 
hotline that might be run 
through the Student Gover-
nment or the women's 
organization on campus. 
Tuesdays events included a 
peer group forum on "Men 
Against Sexism" facilitated by 
Jeff Bradley, followed by two 
films, "Ways of Seeing" and 
"Rape Culture"'. Wednesday 
included a group forum en-
titled, "Beauty". facilitated 
by Karen King and an evening 
panel discussion. Three 
a Strasbourg• Amsterdam 
• London 
eVaricty of cour,es ottered •. No 
language background required 
•l'inanc1al Aid available. ,summer 
programs available m England, Italy & 
Austria. •Apply now for Summ~r 
1980 & J,all 1980. 
NAME---------"""-------------
ADDRESS, ____________________ _ 
CITY _ _,_ __ ~-"-·-· ____ .,_._:sTATE. ___ ZIP ____ _ 
PROGRAM OF INTEREST· _______________ _ 
For more information and 1ppllcat1on ra1:urn to R N Syracua NY 13210 
D1v1s.on of International Pro"ams Abroad 335 Comnock Av1. oom • .. • 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
H&H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CWSESTUQUOR STORE 
TD 1 C. CAMPUS 
218 ON THE COMMONS 
"Featuring the Finest Selection of N. Y .S. Wines;, 
Afternoon 
DELIVERIES 272-2111 
presentations were made in the Gaston, who was then the 
discussion. Sandra Fish spoke Acquisitions Librarian. Rift's 
on "sexism and lai:iguage", release came in the aftermath 
Margaret Feldman on of much disagreement concer-
"women as leaders" and ning whether the library ~taff Elaine Leader, who accom- .,...iii11111--as __ ,_ __________ zaa:111illllli:&15!:'!m5'1 
panied her presentation with a 
slide show, spoke on "Violen-
ce to Women''. 
Thursday is the last day of 
programing, although the in-
formation booth will remain 
open on Friday. At 11 a.m. 
Thursday a group forum en-
titled "Free Speech and 
Sexism" will be conducted in 
the Student Government Of-
fice. The group will be 
facilitated by Bette Ann Sacks. 
At 8pm in SI 11, two films will 
be shown, "Men's lives" and 
"Killing us Softly". 
TheLIVER~ 
TAVERN 
(, rnll ."'ilf;ak." & .'-;pafoml 
Jr urm.f'riPndl_Y A tmosplu•n• -
"'iinu-a-l,onu fri,l,1,·&."'iarunla)· 9:.'J(Jo 
,.. ,.. · pen: 
202 7 .. '-;LATER J,11-tE RIJ. Tues. -Sat. 
ROUTE 79 EAST 5-1 
PHONE 539-7724 
S.A.B. 
!GIVEAWAY! 
't 
-
has been 
randomly 
selected for ... 
,.-.,-
Two Complimt•ntnr~ tit·ket:,,; 
for 
''P APERl\'l()()N" i-
Frida~· Feb. 22 or Saturcfo~· Ft·h. 2·:{ ~ 
7 or 9::10 pm T-102 
l'i1·k up till'~-\. B. ::iw,1\1,1\ at tlh' ol fic,· 111 ( :.iml'll' \,ti,,,,... 
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Applications to he D-istrihuted 
by Paul i'\ewman 
"'-- rhe Office of Career Pla11-
11i11µ \1111 be d1:-,tribut111g ap-
plicatio1h for 11, 1m-
dergraduate intern,hip 
p1 ogra111 dun ng the \\ eek of 
!\larch I 7. 
The 1nterrhhip program. 
\1 hid1 ~tarted fall seme~ter 
1979, l!ive, :-.tuden1, an oppor-
tunit~ '1t1 \\Ork 1n the field of 
career planning b~ a~~isting 
other ,1uden1" 111 their career 
,eard1. 
:\ccord111g to Career Plan-
lllll!! Directllr, fran \\'allace-
Schu11ma11 and ,.\,,i,tant 
Director, Steven .-\ndrade. the 
progr a111 nngmalL'd becau,c 
the~ \\ ;u11 ed ro read1 mc11 c 
students. There were no funds 
1ncrea~c the professional st;:iff, 
,o the intern program was 
devi~cd. In addition, intern~ 
can conduct programs in the 
dorm,, .~incc the profc.\sional 
'1aff docs not have the time 
for that. Wallacc-Schutzinan 
and Andrade also felt that the 
program would be a good op-
port unity for ,tudents in 
career planning to experience 
what the job entails. 
Cheryl Ficarra, an intern, 
,tre,sed that the interns have: 
helped make it possible for 
Career Planning to reach out 
to fn:~hper~ons and 
,ophmnore~. Ficarra stated 
that thi~ wa, im11ortai11 
because it would enable un-
dercla~spersom to explore 
their interest~ at an earlier 
point in their education, 
Intern~ have numerous 
rc:~ponsibilitic\, including 
workshop~ conducted by the 
interns in residence halls. The 
goal of those workshops is to 
help ,tuden!s become aware of 
their intcrc,t~ and goals. 
They also conduct presen-
tations dealing with different 
career fields. Interns aid in 
group and individual coun-
~cling. In addition the interns 
also handle the regular fun-
ctions performed by the 
professional workers such as; 
resume writing, transcript 
preparation and iob interview 
counseling. 
In addition to helping other 
~tudcnts, the interns also meet 
once a week in a group session 
with Wallace-Schutzman and 
Andrade to discuss what hap-
pened during the week and 
problems they've encountered. 
Each intern also meets with 
Wallacc-Schutama.n and An-
drade individually each week 
to discuss their own experien-
ces. The interns also have 
specific reading assignment, 
on topics that relate to career 
planning. 
Interns undergo a IO hour 
training program in the begin-
ning of the semester and also 
observe Wallace-Schutzman 
and Andrade when they cou.<,el 
before the interns do it them-
selves. Internships may be 
done on a volunteer or credit 
basis, with the amount of 
credit given varying. ln ad-
dition, each intern must have a 
faculty .<.ponsor. Tile deadline 
for submitting applications i~ 
April I. Wallace-Schutzman 
adds that there is no set num-
ber of the amount of students 
admitted. They will take a~ 
many qualified sll!dents asap-
ply. However, a minimum 
commitment ·01 five hour~ per 
week is required. 
Students Fast for Cambodian Relief 
b, Bonnie Ernbsc 
-"Don't cat ,o othcr5 can" is 
a er\' \\"hich ha, been heard 
aero~, campu\ in recent weeks. 
On Tuesday, Feb.26, hun_-
drcc.b of ,t udcnts will be 
joining in a fa~t to benefit 
Cambodian refugees. By in-
, alidatirw their meal cards for 
th..:: da\: students will be 
helping· to contribute to Ox-
farn, a relief and reconstruc-
tion organization. 
The -fa5t has been planned 
and organized by a group of. 
~tudents under the ~ponsor-
ship of Student Government. 
Anne Weck~, chairperson of 
the committee, said that the 
fast will enable people "to ex-
perience what it's like not to 
eat". She went on to say that 
"we have so much, whereas 
other people have nothing, to 
gi"c up three meals won't hur-
t us but will help them 
trcmemdously. '' 
David Lord, director of 
bmincss services, stated that 
the school has agreed to con-
trubute $1.50 for every student 
who docs not eat in the 
dining hall that day. He ex-
plained that, ordinarilly, the 
Macke Corproation bills the 
school a specific amount for 
every student for the cost of 
meals. Lord said that the 
number of students who fast 
will be determined, and that 
"rather than giving the money 
to Macke , we will be giving 
the money to Anne for 
Osfam_" 
Oxfam is an international 
organization whose traditional 
role has been to work with 
disatcr victims to restore their 
self-reliance. The Cambodian 
project is the single largest 
relief effort that they have 
been involved in thus far. 
Currently, they are shipping 
food, medicine and other vital 
supplies to the people of Cam-
bodia. According to Weeks, 
the Vietnamese army has not 
stood in the way of 
distribution despite contrary 
allegations. She stated that it 
is not the fault of un-
cooperative government, 
rather poor communications 
and transportation systems 
which impede the distribution 
by Judy Green · 
Hood Hall and Terraces 
Four and Five are being con-
sidered for complete 
renovations. Terraces One, 
of aid. 
Following the fast, there 
will be a simple break-the-fast 
meal in theTerrace Dining Hall 
at 5pm. Several speakers will 
address Cambodian issues and 
the purpose of fasting. They 
include Sina Than, a Cornell 
student who was last in Cam-
bodia in 1974_ He will discuss 
how this type of situation 
could occur. Ann Mailer form 
the "Bread for the World" 
organization, will speak of the 
effect of our affluent society 
on deprived countries. Carol 
Comption, extension director 
of the South-east Asian 
Program at Cornell will 
present a slide presentation on 
Cambodia before and after the 
devastation. In addition, 
Louis Hicks will give a talk on 
fasting. This meal is open to 
students who will be par-
ticipation in the fast or have 
Two and Nine are candidates 
for partial renovations. 
Director of Residential life, 
Don Runyon is acting as 
Project Director for the 
Renovations Committee. He 
says they have a budget of ap-
proximately $500,000 for the 
operation from Ithaca 
College's Repair and Reserve 
Fund which can only be used 
for residence and dining halls. 
Zausmer-Frisch, a Syracuse 
design firm that I.C. has used 
in the past is helping the com-
mittee with design ideas. 
According to · Runyon, 
specifications and blue prints 
are being drawn. During 
l.C.'s spring break, these will 
be submitted to various con-
tractors for the best bid. 
By April the bidding results 
contributed to the donation. 
As of printing time, over 
500 students have signed up 
for the fast. Tables are being 
set up in the Union and in all 
dining halls through Monday, 
Feb. 25 for sll!dcnts to 
register. Any faculty member 
or sllldcnt not on the meal 
plan can make donation~ at 
those locations. 
Though Macke was not 
directly involved in setting up 
the fast, they have helped by 
donating space for the break-
the-fast meal. They have also 
agreed to serve a rice meal at 
the seconds line on the day of 
the fast to symbolize the Cam-
bodian diet. According to 
Kathy Kemerer, acting direc-
tor for Macke, the company is 
"very positive" about the ef-
fort. "We like to do things 
like this, to cooperate with 
students' desires," she said. 
should be complete. Runyon 
says that if the Renovation 
Committee's anticipated 
budget is correct, the school 
will proceed with renovations 
after graduation. 
In that case the project will 
be completed duri 1g the sum-
mer. If the budget is found to 
be insufficient, revisions will 
be made. 
LC. 's enrollment is expec-
ted to decline over the next ten 
years. This will not affect the 
school's plans to renovate. 
With regards to what might 
soon be excess housing, the 
school has put the Valentine 
Dormitory up for sale. Hud-
son Heights Apartments have 
been leased on a three year 
basis. After that they are 
renewable annually. 
head dreai11g .. 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
AIRY~nARY 
I 16 N. CA YUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton 1-tow,e) 
273-2221 
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Your ITHACAN Guide to Arts and ·Entertainment 
The Who _Funn Band Disbands 
by Michael Weinstein plexity of this incredible 
I have always wanted to collection of musicians. It is a 
write an article about Zobo to rare treat for a town to be 
try and tell students about this honored with the presence of a 
local band overflowing with band of such high calibre. The 
originality; depth, instrumen- Zobo Funn Band have been 
tal excellence and energy. It is together in Jthae:a since 1973 
extremely depressing that this and have developed a hard 
must be a review of their final core following of Zobo dan-
gig. cers, who dance in a fluid, free 
The Zobo Funn Band, form style. "There's nothing 
Michael Wellen - drums, else like it in the world, Zobo, 
David Arnay - keyboards, the dancing, it's my favorite 
David Torn -lead guitar, Jim pastime," said one dedicated 
Campagnola - saxes, Jeremy fan. The- Zobo's style of 
Werbin - guitar, and James music is very hard to 
Twomey bass, played categorize. Their songs range 
together for the last time on from Zobo-rockers to spacey 
Frid<!Y, Feb, 15 at the Strand progressive jazz, to songs that 
to a sold out audience. People almost seem to have Latin in, 
were literally climbing the fire fluence to beautiful ballads 
escape up to the balcony to get and everything in between, 
in once the doors were closed. there is something for 
The show opened with an ex- everyone. At the first 
cellent instrumental song by listening, it may seem difficult 
Michael called the · to pinpoint a coherent Zobo 
"Rongovian Folk Tune". The style, but after a while, their 
set continued with eight more music could only sound like 
songs including David Tom's the ZoboFunn Band. 
"Fire on the Mountaintop", David Torn is a master of 
Jim Campagnola's "Rasp- the electric guitar, and his rare 
berry Moon'', and a few of talent can only be compared to 
Jeremy's classics, "Sunlight that of some of the best 
Ballet", "When You Shine", guitarists in the music business 
and "Friday Morning". today. James Campagnola is 
Following the first break, equally as masterfull on his 
Jeremy started off the set saxes in Zobo, as well as with 
saying, "Everyone ck,se your his 'Own jazz quartet which 
eyes and imagine you are at plays in Ithaca regularly. 
the bottom of Buffalo Street Michael Wellen, the wailing 
hill looking up ... " and the drummer can a-lso be seen 
band broke into a great ver- playing in town occasionally 
sion of Jeremy's with Murray Kohn and the 
"Collegetown". The next Peabody Band. James 
song, Jim's "Asshole of the T~omey and his fabulous fen-
Goddess" featured fine solos der fretles~ 1.1a~s guitar, also 
by both "Jim and David Torn. plays with Peabody and Gum-
The set continued with five bo. Obviously these are very 
more songs including David versatile musicians. Both 
Tom's old classic "Endless David Arnay and Jim Cam-
Gypsy Night", and Jeremy's pagnola have played with 
beautiful love song "Heads Larry Coryell, and David 
Over Heels". , Torn recently returned from a 
During the second break I European tour as, lead guitarist 
was sadly thinking of my life for the great jazz trumpeter 
in Ithaca and the Zobo Funn Don Cherry. 
Band. I first saw them at Cor- It is extremely sad to see 
nell in 1975 and. \Vas over- a band of such talent break 
whelmed by _the talent, up, even sadder that they were 
precision, .:in9 _ musii;.1.1 com- never able to get a recording 
:vavid Arnay, Jeremy Werbin and Michael Wellen 
James Twomey, David Torn 
contract, since few companies 
are willing to take a chance on 
any band that plays music not 
within the mainstream of 
popular trends. It depresses 
me to hear some of the gar-
bage that is put on records 
today that makes a million 
dollars, while a band as talen-
ted as Zobo pays their dues 
playing in bars for seven years 
and now is forced to break up. 
Many people consider Zobo 
as much of an Ithaca in-
stitution as the Commons, 
Cornell, and Ithaca College, 
their absence will leave a void 
for many. I for one, have 
never known the town of 
Ithaca without the Zobo Funn 
Band, and l have difficulty 
with the realization that l will 
probably never again see the 
band that has had a more 
profound musical influence on 
my life than any other in 
recent years. 
The third and final set con-
Jin'1 Campagna/a photo by Ben Norton 
tained some wonderful and heard in the Strand for a few 
sadly appropriate songs. The seconds afterwards. !t was 
band dug up a song that they hard to believe that this was 
have not been playing for a the t"nd of Zobo. the 1:·nd 
while called "You Can't Do of an era. 
Both" followed by an amazing I will never again be able to 
version of Jim's "Go For It". go "Dancin, to the Sauna 
They continued with Bath Suite". Soon ·David 
"Pineapple Sally", "The Mad Torn, the Rag-Tag Prince of 
King of Jerusalem", and an guitarists will leave Ithaca to 
old blues song which exem- play music in Germany. In 
plified the way many people closing I'd like to say, that if 
felt that night, "I Got the you see "Pineapple Sally" tell 
Sads". Two old Zobos, Alan her not to get "Lost in the 
Evans and Jeff Gordon then Shuffle" cause that "Girl Sure 
joined them. Zobo then dug Likes to Dance" with 
up another oldie of theirs, "Superman" who may come 
during which Jeremy in- home to the "Golden Gates" 
troduced the band, "Stop it, of "Collegetown ·'. "And 
Stop it". The last two songs When She Finds You 
they played, probably the last Sleeping" with the "Asshole 
ones they will ever play, made of the Goddess" there will be a 
me feel very sentimental, "Fire ·on the Mountaintop", 
"Gone Without a Trace" and the "Man From Mars" 
followed by "ls This All That will be "Gone Without a 
There ls?;,_. fr was nearly1·7am Trace" in the "Land of the 
when the final not~s ···en,dec(\..F!ooqs" on "Friday Mor-
and not a sound could be ning''. 
photo by Ben Norton 
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Mason Lets it Flow at Cornell 
h)' Loren Mortimer 
Dave Mason has often been 
referred to as the "King of 
White Rhythm and Blues." 
Many would argue with that 
assertation, and with 
reasonable justification 
perhaps. However, with his 
long string of hits over the past 
decade, it would 13c difficult to 
argue that Mason has l}O_t 
made any substantial con-
tributions to rock. A talented 
guitarist and songwriter in his 
own right, Mason continues to 
produce sparkling music, with 
colorful rhythm and strong 
melodic drive. 
His performance at Cor-
ncll 's Baily Hall last Friday 
night exemplified that he is 
still an inspiration to the rock 
medium, but unlike previous 
performances he did not seem 
to satisfy the audience's apet-
ite as much. He called heavily 
on his popular format. There 
is nothing wrong with that, 
but I was disappointed that he 
did not introduce more I material from his upcoming 
1 album. I strongly feel his best 
• performances result when he 
strains against the limits im-
posed by the pop format. 
The concert began with the 
impulsive blues playing of 
Hans Olsrr,. 
Olsen failed to really 
connect with the audience with 
such tunes as "Radiation 
Blues", "She Can't Sing", 
and "Blow Brother Blow". It 
was his lack of stage presence 
that took away from his 
performance. He seemed shy 
and lacked the charisma one 
might expect from a blues 
musician. 
His harmonica and guitar 
playing were often impressive, 
particularly when he played 
his one person band number. 
He began to capitivatc his 
audience playing energetic 
harp solos, down to earth 
blues guitar pickin' and some 
nice sounding bass licks on his 
guitar. Olsen is a talented 
musician, and perhaps it takes 
him a little longer to warm up. 
After a fairly long inter-
m1ss10n, Mason was in-
troduced, and opened up the 
set with his classic "Feelin 
Alright", a good solid opener, 
that put the crowd in the right 
frame of mind. 
He then proceeded to play 
"Paralyzed", a number from 
his soon to be released LP. 
'Paralyzed", a flavorful bluesy 
tune with a moderate tempo, 
was one of only two cuts from 
his new release that he played." 
The other number was "Talk 
to Mc", a fast crisp R and B 
tune that was played with a 
fresh approach, and contained 
that melodic form, structure, 
and harmonic, ;ntonation only 
Mason can artic.ulate. 
As for the rest of Mason's 
agenda that night, he relied 
mostly on "blasts from the 
past." He played the com-
manding, forceful rendition of 
Dylan's "All Along the Watch 
Tower". He .also played the 
sweet melody ·•we Just 
Disagree", with Jim Kreager 
playing a well con<::eived 
acoustic guitar solo. I must 
admit I was pleased to hear 
him play his master hits "Let 
it Flow;', and "Only You 
Know and I Know". 
However, some of his finest 
material has not achieved the 
popularity as the material he 
chose to play last Friday. I 
criticize him for not mixing his 
set with some of his ' lesser 
known materiai. 
Mason is a vibrant perfor-
mer, and he usually plays 
longer and more diversified 
music. He is capable of 
bringing stronger, less con-
tained performances to Cor-
nell. 
The audience craved . for 
more. Flowers were being 
thrown on stage. Instead he 
Tt~i Shakes Down the Strand 
by Dave l\·:"::s 
On Saturd"y, Feb. 16, Taj 
Mahal performed in Ithaca for 
the second time in hi5 career. 
In 1970, Mahal appeared in 
IthaL·a for the fir,t time, live 
year5 after he became k 110\\ n 
primaril~ a~ a blues artist. 
Back then. \lahal was heavily 
influenced by hlues musician 
R~ Conder who r>.tahal played 
,, it i1 during the early six tie, in 
th..: L.:\. area. 
\lahal qarted the first ,ct 
performing alone, with three 
··cto,,11 right" blue, tune5. fir-
st "I'm Going Fishing" then 
"Cakewalk Into Town", from 
an early Mahal album entitled 
"Recycling the Blues and 
Other Related Stuff", where 
he performs both blues and 
African rooted music. Thirdly 
he played a famous Liz Cotton 
tune entitled "Freight Train". 
I was particularly happy to see 
Mahal dedicate most of the late 
show ro the blues. It was ob-
vious that Mahal was comfor-
table playing the blues as 
~hown by the expression on 
his face, in his vocal technique 
which is extremely bluesy, and 
in the way he moved the 
audience. As the concert 
showed, no matter what style · 
of music , whether calyprn, 
reggae or folk, the blues 
heritage can be heard in Taj 
Mahal. 
Calypso music is easy 
listening music designed for 
everybody to dance to, and en-
joy. During the calypso and 
reggae tunes, the band com-
plimented Mahal the most by 
creating a fast uptempo bea1 
that the audience could dance 
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Dave Mason 
came out for only one encore; 
the Eagles hit - "Take it to the 
Limit". 
Mason's band consists of 
Rick Jaeger on drums, Jim 
Kreager on rhythm guitar and 
vocals, Jim Haslett on bass, 
and Bos Snyder on keyboards. 
They came alive when Mason 
played the old time Cream 
favorite · "Crossroa'°ds," 
probably Mason's most 
Taj Nfahal 
to. Rudy Casto complimented 
Mahal on a range of brass and 
woodwind instruments in-
cluding the baritone 
saxophone and clarinet. When 
Mahal wasn't singing or 
leading on the guitar, which 
almost always had blue~ con-
notations,. Casto took the 
lead. In every song Casto had 
a dynamic solo. His roots 
seemed not so oriented to 
blues licks, but to fast tempo 
jazz licks. The variety of in 
struments that Casto played 
added an extra texture to the 
music making it even more in-
teresting to listen to, especially 
with the perfection that 
Mahal's long time colleague 
Casto plays with. Kester Smith 
was playing drums Saturday 
night· for Mahal. and he 
photo by Marc Fink(!_lstein 
popular.tune of the evemng, 
Hans Olsen even came out 
,an~ played some fancy blues· 
1icks on his harp. 
Mason fans should have 
gotten a bit more for their 
money last Friday, but Mason 
still played with exuberant im-
pulse and managed to capture 
the feeling of his music in the 
process. 
seemed dedicated to the came. 
He was not a - fancy, ex: 
travagant drummer, in fact, 
Smith did not solo once. But it 
was his consistency in keeping 
a rhythm and the intemity in 
"hich he played that made 
him an outstanding drummer. 
What made Mahal's ap-
pearance special Saturday 
night is that not only did the 
audience enjoy them~elvcs, 
but Mahal had an equally 
good time. M'any of the people 
who have seen Mahal perform 
in the past had come to Ithaca 
especially to sec Mahal per-
form again. It was a very 
relaxed atmosphere for Mahal 
to perform in, which the 
audience created for him by 
showing a friendly, concerned 
attitude. 
1 
Goose~nce 
'.'.\} f ,A Kif ~lOHf 
~ ,-' 
Altro· ~ Kits 
Fine Fabrics 
Custom Sewing Dept. 
DeWitt Mall 
215 N, Cayuga 
Ithaca NY 14850 
61)7 272-3880 
Kinks., 
The Kinks 
On ::iunaay, March 2 the Cor-
nell Concert Commission and 
John Scher, in cooperation 
with WVBR will present the 
Kinks with Steve Forbert in 
Cornell's Barton Hall. 
The Kinks' current line-up is 
Mike Avory (drums), Dave 
Davies (guitar and vocals), 
Ray Davies (vocals, guitar,and 
keyboards), Jim Rodford 
(bass), Gordon Edwards 
South Hill, February 21 . 1980, Page 9 
f orbert to Appear at Cornell 
(keyboards) and Nick Newall 
(saxophone). Their longevity -
more than 15 years of rock 'n 
roll - is no accident. Andy 
Wickam says; "They survived 
because they are good and for 
no other reason." 
A new Kinks album is ex-
pected to be released soon; 
their most recent was "Low 
Budget'' after the pivotal 
"Misfits". And who could 
forget their previous suc-
cessful albums or their 
remarkable and varied single 
hits such as "You Really Got 
Me", "Lola", "All Day and 
All of the Night" and "Tired 
of Waiting for You" to name 
a few. 
For years, they didn't tour. 
in the United States. As rock 
got harder and flashier at the 
turn of the decade, and 
Davies' wngs became subtler 
and more reflective, they fell 
~orncwhat from public favor; 
they never acted much like 
rock star~ and people tended 
to forget how special they are; 
their unwillingne5s to be 
typeca~t sometimes led to their 
not being cast at all. 
However, quality and in-
dividuiality last. They stay 
around by staying new, proud 
of their achievements, deter-
mined to match or surpa5s 
them. 
Opening for the Kinks is 
Steve Forbert, one of the 
brightest new voices on the 
American music scene today. 
He is a 24 year old 
singer /songwriter/· guitarbt/ 
harmonica player , from 
Meridian, Mississippi. He 
started playing the guitar at 
age eleven and went on to join 
several rock and roll bands 
while in high school and 
junior college. 
In the summer of 1978, 
Forbert recorded "Alive on 
Arrival" which earned him a 
listing in Rolling Stone as one 
of the top three new artists o 
the: year. In the ~ummer o 
1979, he reccorded "Jackrab-
bit Slim", an album that has 
headed for the t0p of the char-
ts and ha~ received a good deal 
of .air play on both AM and 
FM stations. Forbert classifies 
his musical style a~ "folk, rock 
and roll, country, rockabilly, 
soul, pop, gospel, blues ... 
American music with the ac-
cem on the songs." Steve 
Forber! is one of today's most 
promising new artists and hasl 
received excellent reviews of 
his live performances. 
Tickets for the Kinks ad. 
Steve Forbert are available at 
Cornell's Willard Straight 
Hall, Ithaca College's Egbert 
Union and the Record People 
in Ithaca. Tickets will be 
t7.50 in advance, $8.50 day of\ 
the show. Seats are general 
admission. : 
: 
Cornell Mardi Gras 
by Lisa Trubiano and David 
Lebovitz 
Last Saturday night, Cor-
nell University's North Cam-
pu5 Union plunged into the 
Deep South to celebrate the 
traditional Mardi Gras. The 
Union was transformed into a 
replica of various New 
Orlean 's establishments, com-
plete with exotic drinks, 
mimes, music and jugglers. 
Southern food was also served 
including such delicacies as 
fish chowder, steamed clams, 
raw oysters and ice cream waf-
fles. 
One of New Orlean's most 
renowned bars, Pat O'Briens, 
was on hand serving their 
world-famous rum-spiked 
Hurricanes. There were, by 
far, the most popular drinksof-
fered because of their potency. 
Included in their price was an 
authentic Hurricane glass 
~hipped up from Pat O'Brien's 
which people could keep as 
souve11irs of this wild event. 
In addition to exotic drinks, 
many of the rooms of the 
Union featured live bands 
playing music ranging from 
reggae to jazz. The most 
popular entertainment was thl:' 
Dixieland jazz bands, which 
drew people to their feet to 
dance to such old favorites a 
The Alley Cat, the Jitterbug, 
and the Charleston. Others 
clapped their hands and sang 
along while enjoyingwineand 
cheese at their tables. " 
No Mardi Gras would be 
complete without a casino. 
Participants tried their luck at 
such standards as poker, 
roulette and blackjack. The 
casino was charged with ex-
citement as people competed 
for prizes. Everyone left hap-
py including Ithaca College 
junior Daniel Dutcher, who's 
traveled to many casinos such 
as those of Monte Carlo and 
Cannes. Dutcher said "Tl-iis is 
almost like gambling in the 
south of France, only this is 
· just for fun." 
The evening ran very 
smoothly with no major 
problems according to Cornell 
Security. NCU manager Lisa 
Lindgren was pleased with the 
capacity crowd and "Hopes 
that next year's Mardi Gra~ 
will be as entertaining and as 
fun as this year's event." 
For those people who 
couldn't attend the New 
Orlean's Mardi Gras, this was. 
by far one of the best and most 
popular events C@rnell offers 
during the year 
201 S .. Tiop St 
lihDca, N. Y. 
272-8262 
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*Yeshiva THE Music Store 
continued from page 1 
to the substance of the 
question." Borton noted that 
the college had been accused 
of using Yeshiva as a delaying 
tactic and that the question 
used in Yeshiva was not one of 
merit. The Supreme Court 
decision, which sustained the 
Second Circuit Court ruling 
on Yeshiva, establishes the 
quest_ion as a serio_us and sub- ~.,~.e~·····.... . --.~&~~ 
stant1al one, said Borton. W-
President James J. Whalen,~ Drink t th (1!• k t Off• 
he added. '"is very pleased.~ S a e 'I IC e ICe . 
with the Supreme Court'..& 
ruling." "Vt 
ICFA President John Sch-1~ 
wartz said ,that he, also, had Ct 
continued on page 19 Ci 
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by David O'Flaherty 
hiendship has been Lee 
Ritenour's touring band over 
the year~. but it is described by 
the band a~ "six musicians, 
each with a personality and 
style of his own." An apt 
description. 
Besides Ritenour, the band 
consists of Alex Acuna 
(Weather Report) on drums 
and percussion, crack session 
musician Steve Forman on 
lpercus~ion, "Tonight Show" 
sax player Ernie Watts, 
keyboardist Don Grusin and 
bass player extraordinairc 
Abraham Laboriel. Although 
Ritenour is the big name one 
lthe album, he shares com-posing honors with Watts, Grusin, and Laboriel, and he 
!definitely is not the featured in-
strument on the album. Tomorrow." His real talent is in favor of playing melodically 
"Let's Not Talk About It" in composing, and particularly and emotionally. 
is a good showpiece tune for nice is his tune "Waterwings." Also very noticablc on "The 
the band, featuring some The Spanish flavored song Real Thing" is Acuna, who 
quick and clean bass breaks by slowly builds, first with plays a rolling drum solo 
Laboriel, smooth soloing by keyboards and sax, eventually which accentuates the melon-
Watt5, and energy-filled leading into an interesting bass choly mood of the music. A 
playing by Ritenour. The melody, which Laboricl plays tasty player, Acuna is able to 
Latin flavored melody is and sings. A heated solo is enhance this tune (and others) 
played by Ritenour and Watts, added by Grusin, and Laboriel with his wailing fills, but he 
and Grusin, Acuna, and For- has one of the best sounding plays in context with the 
man make for a tight and sen- bass solos heard from a fusion music and never becomes 
sitive rhythm section. This player. bombastic. 
album contains some of For- On "Waterwings" as well as Although Ritenour is not 
man's best playing, as he adds most of the album's cuts, Wat- the lead instrument, his 
tasty and well-placed accents ts displays his fast yet smooth playing is an additive in any 
\\ithout becoming over- style of sax playing. A true capacity. He plays rhythm 
bearing. professional, some of Watts' and melodies meticulously, 
Grusin is basically a rhythm ·best playing is during slow, and his few leads are gems. 
player on the record, but he melodic sections such as the One of his best solos is on 
adds mellow and melodic solos saxophone-piano intro of "Bullet Train" where he 
on the tunes "Bullet Train" "The Real Thing." Here, displays his clean and speedy 
and "Here Today Hear Watts is able to forsake speed technnique, as well as his well-
loved melodic conception. 
Displaying his virtuosity of 
styles, he adds a rather tasty 
blues solo on "The Real 
Thing", tipping his hat to past 
influences while avoiding any 
major cliches. 
Friendship is a tight band of 
excellent musical and com-
postional talent, yet it seems to 
be free of any ego conflicts, as 
one might expect to find on an 
album of such superb and 
reknowned players. The band 
and the album is a display of 
maturity and clear-headed 
musical direction, elements of-
ten missing from fusion effor-
ts. 
: Students Produce Enjoyable Comedy 
1 
by Lalo Page Whiteside. Whiteside turns .~atisfying as I'd hoped. effectively. However, both by John Sabato wa'> adequate. 
Every so often ,,hen l go 10 pale at this thought and begins Though it was obvious that have the same fault. I felt they The direction of the play 
to plot to ruin her plans. With Creo understood her character both became so involved in the was handled competently by 
thi, we arc introduced to a well, she was not believable. I comic aspect of the show that Katherine Wystrach. This 
number of outrageous charac- did not see an inner conviction it impressed me as if they were show is very difficult and I feel 
the theater, I have to a~" 
my,clf a question. Which is 
mort: important; the per fee 
execution by all to create·:, 
::Jeep, meaningful piece or 
drama. or to sit down and 
laugh and enjoy my~Pl •? When 
I ,a\\ The Man Who Came to 
tcrs who are involved in his in Creo that wa necessary. I working for laughs i:1stead of she should be happy that it 
plot, one way or another. At felt that she wa5 not powerful allowing the humor to come turned out as well as it did. I 
the end, Whiteside realizes hi~ enough. However, it was a out itself. Another person had think, hewever, that the dircc-
sclfishnes5 and makes it well rounded characterization the same problem as well, tio·n consistehtly leaned 
pos'>iblc for Maggie to marry in which Crco showed us many though not a~ drastic. Kathy toward~ cmphasi1ing funny 
Dinner at the Dillingham Cen- Bart. And thus we ha've a hap- ,ides of Maggie. I ,aw the con- McNeil, while playing an en- line~. I think she wanted it to 
ter. I a,kecl 1ny,clf jm1 that py ending. trast between her love and tertaining Lorraine, still wa, a be funny ~o badly that ,he just 
I feel that one mmt be anger, yet both were lacking in bit too preoccupied with being played the comedy to the hilt. 
careful in criticizing a show power and conviction. She a caricature versu, a imtead of allowing the ,hmv 
like thi,. Though it~ main pur- needed 10 go a step farther to believable human. Also, it to be funny all by it,clf. 
pose is to entertain. still it is have Jone a much better job. bothered me that she in,i<;tcd o, erall Yhe dig a comrnen-
que,11011. 
The plot is rela11vcly ,imple. 
Sheraton Whiteside, a ,up 
po,cd radio per~onality of 
· great fame and ,, calth, breaks 
hi, hip and is forced to ,ta~ ,i; 
·the home of !\·1r. and ;\·1r,. Er-
possible to make mistakes. Let In the ,amc 5ense, Rick on using three different accen- clable job. 
neq Stanle~ of \lc,<;olige. 
Ohio. Thi, ,CL'retary, ;\faggie 
Catler. fall, in IO\c \\ith a 
me begin by saying that I en- Stoneback, as the main ts. It'~ nice to ,cc her Thi, ,ho,, wa~ very enter-
ioyed the ,how.· I laughed character, Whiteside, had to flcxibilit 1, hut I wish she'd taining. I had a very enjoyable 
quite a bit. However. there go a "1eJ) further. While he did made up her mind. Chip ,·vcning watching it. a, did all 
were definitely ,trong and not lack in power, I felt hi~ Hagstad did a nice job as of· the reoplc to whom I 
,,;·cak point~. Whiteside was rather two- Beverly Carlton. However, the talked. Congratulatiom to all 
local 11.:w~paper repciner, Bart 
.lct'fer,on. \Jaggie. 111 fact, 
,,ant~ ro marry him and lea\'e 
A, far a~ weak poinh go, I dimensional. I saw little depth stronge~t pcr,on in the ir1\'olvcd. 
felt that Leisa Creo's portrayal behind his anger and temper production was Jerry Ploudrc Remember. also, that thi, 
of Maggie was not as tantrums, as ,veil as behind hi, as Bart Jcffer~on. Hi'> .leffer- weekend (Feb. 21 - 23) the play iimlliiii::S11:~11z=-=:::m...1i1111111&:l:R==------------ triumphant feeling at the very ,on was believable and simple. "Si\ Characters in Search of 
..... ~G) TH£ @~--
'I DON'T KNOW 
HOW THEY DO IT' 
SALAD BAR 
Our customers all tell us they 
don't know how we do it! 
Shrimp, Calamari, Herring, 
Raw Vegetables, Fresh Fruits, 
Salad Greens and Dressings, 
dozens of Appetizers, and 
Ice Cream Sundaes for 
dessert! 
EVERYTHING SOUP TO 
NUTS INCLUDED WITH 
DINNER AT . 
U 13ACI\ 
0,:: ----.1~· 
~""- 17"1-f ACA, ,,.. _ _,... .. _, 
Reservations 272-6484 
. end. If there were more to his Yet, despite his economy on an Author" i\ going to be 
character, it would have been stage, we still ,aw a lot of dep- playing in the Arena Theater 
much funnier. th. His portrayal of the drunk at Dillingham. Thi~ is an ex-
As far as strong points are was one of the best I've seen. trcmcly intriguing show and 
:oncerned, Gary Bagely was It was not too much, but ,hould provide a sati<,fying 
~xtremely funny as Banjo, enough to make it very funny. evening for any theater fan_. 
using his body weil. Another The costumes, designed by Sec it if at all pos,ibk. 
was Darcy Guhl as Harriet William Weithas, were very 
Stanley, the crazed old lady of good. Historically ,peaking, 
the Stanley family. Her focus they were accurate and very at-
on stage was phenomenal and tractive. They added to the fun , 
held my attention extremely of the '>how. The scene design I 
-r,.,,1,..,.,.,,.,.,.,.,....,....,....,.~..,....,..,.,...,..,...,...,,...,..,.,...,..,..,.1 I fff'k tJJalad ~ I I 361 <?Jtrniia f/load I I 9d fYke_fF~ fFIUdt f/J~ ! s · I I ~ • I I Whole Grains, Dried Fruits & Nuts, I 
S Fresh Fruit & Vegetables, Hain Health I I Foods, Arrowhead Mills Flours, Dairy 5 I J>roducts, Cheeses I 
I -ALL REASONABL y PRICED- I I I I Specials: S 
I Bananas 29¢ a pound I 
1,.,..,,i1111.111111111111111111111.1.1.-i 
I 
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Film/ Cruising 
by Uavid Lcbovitz 
Now that the ~ontrovcrsial 
Cruising has been released, I 
can safely say that it is in-
sulting to gay people. It is also 
insulting to straight people 
too. As a matter of fact, it b 
insulting to anyone who goes 
to sec this mess. 
As a start, it is overtly gory. 
Director Willi~m Friedkin 
must still be riding his laurels 
from The Exorcist because Cr-
uising is disgusting for no ap-
parent reason, except for 
shock value. And gross it is; 
severed arms, mutilated tor-
sos, autopsies, all in glorious 
technicolor. Close-ups? Y cs, 
they're there too, especially 
some vivid stabbings. I have 
no idea to whom this movie i~ 
trying to appeal. It is not good 
enough to be a horror classic 
like Halloween nor is it a good 
police action film like 
Pacino's Serpico. still 
haven't found out what it is. 
The story is about Steve 
Burns (Al Pacino) who is sent 
undercover to find a 
homosexual murderer. He fir-
st must bid his girlfriend 
goodbye, then moves on to 
Greenwich Village. Once 
there, he explores the S/M 
subculture of Manhattan's 
underground. 'f'hc rest is so 
confusing that some tricky in-
terpretations arc in order. 
. I think that Steve Burns has 
doubts about his own 
~cxuality. Thi~ is only im- Instead, we get totally con-
plicd. Later when he confron- fused. 
ts the possible murderer, Bur- Al Pacino is rathcr_poor as 
ns knife, him leading us to the undercover cop. He is so 
wonder who the murderer is unemotional and so unconvin-
and why doesn't anyone want cing that no one could possibly 
the audience to know. In the believe he was gay. Even in 
end, nothing is resolved except the film he gets kicked out rf 
that Burns returns to his a bar for poor acting. Some 
girlfriend and gets a detective. His character 
promotion. become~ entwined in so many 
The film jumps from one dilemnas but there isn't 
theme to the next without enough time to unr~vc! !he 
stopping to look at a single mess. The fi'lm jumps back 
one in any detail. It is a bad and forth so often that 
movie for so many reasom, building any ~on of character 
but the main fault of Cruising is impossible. 
is a lack of cohcsivenc~s. All 
that happcm arc little events 
wliich , I assume, arc suppo~ed 
to form an idea in our mind~. 
Cruising ~hould be a\ oidcd 
unless you like rampant 
violence or enjoy con fusion. I 
still haven't figured out what 
happened because the con-
clusion doesn't tic it up at all. 
It\ too bad that the film 
wasn't bc,tcr made, minus 
most of the unwarranted 
viole1:cc. It was a good idea 
for a psychological mur-
der/thriller. Instead it winds 
up ancclecticrncs~ which leave~ 
the viewer with one feeling. 
nausea. 
Central Casting Ends Run 
by Lisa Ann Woske 
"Widows and Children Fir-
st", written by Harvey Ficr-
stein, finished its run this 
weekend. at Central Casting. 
It was an entertaining yet 
stirring portrayal of a sensitive 
homosexual man who is trying 
to lay claim on two institutions 
that have been traditionally 
heterosexual territory; 
widowhood and parentage. 
The main character, Arnold, 
lost his lover of five years. 
The two of them had applied 
to take -rc5pomibilitv for a 
teen-age orphan, who i~ al\O 
ga~. In hi, grief, Arnold 
forget~ about the boy until he 
arrive~ one day, bag, in hand. 
The adjustment i~ relatively 
,mooth - rhc real panic cn-
,uc~ with Arnold'~ mother's 
impending \ i,it and her di.,ap-
proval. 
It b in the o;cenc~ between 
Arnold and his mother that we 
,cc .Arnold's struggle against 
traditional society (embodied 
in his mother). Arnold's first 
problem is trying to convince 
her that he has as much right 
10 call himself a widow as she 
does; she lost someone she 
loved desparatcly, · so did he. 
\\'hen they continue to argue, 
:\mold decide~ to change the 
,ubject to David and tell his 
mother that Da\ id is not his 
roommate, but his soon-to-be-
adopted son. Another bitter 
argument follows, and the two 
turn away in hostility. When 
his anger fades, Arnold has a 
chance to honestly look at his 
life. His escape into mourning 
his chances of being a good 
parent, and his fears of 
renewing an old love affair all 
come under close scrutiny. 
Arnold realizes that instead of 
constantly being defensive 
about his sexuality and forcing 
th i5 down- everyone's throats, 
he ~hould concentrate on sim-
ply being a re\ponsible human 
being. Apparently his mo:her 
also spends the night 
thinking about their problems, 
and when they \cc each other 
in the morning they arc more 
open and accepting. She 
listens to his grief and consoles 
him, allowing herself to sec 
beyond his sexuality. 
Though billed as a corned), 
"Widows and Children First" 
should not be taken lightly. 
The play has very poignant 
moments that speak of 
feelings and frustrations. 
Tony Carreiro presented us 
with a very sympathetic yet 
diarmin!! rharacteJij'ation of 
conr111ued on page ~ 
Waterbeds - Any Size 
mattresses 
Butt Seam $29.95 
Lap Seam $49.95 
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PEACE.,~ORPS 1ZORBA SrheOnlyAuthentic ( 0 VISTA ~ RESTAURANT Greel,; Restaurant I 
~Corps 
Q HAS VOLUNTEERS IN 60 DE· 
VELOPING COUNTRIES. 
0 OFFERS TRAVEL. TRAINING. EX· 
PERIENCE, LIVING EXPENSES, 
MEDICAL CARE. POSSIBLE STU· 
DENT LOAN DEFERMENT, $125 
MONTHLY SAVING FOR EACH 
MONTH OF SERVICE. 
8 NEEDS VOLUNTEERS. WITH 
SKILLS. EDUCATION. COM· 
MITTMENT. TO SERVE TWO 
YEAR& HELPING OTHERS MEET 
BASIC HUMAN NEEDS; 
G) REQUIRES U.S. CITIZENSHIP, 
NO DEPENDENT CHILDREN. 
MINIMUM AGE OF 18 (THOUGH 
FEW UNDER 20 CAN QUALIFY!. 
Ci> WANTS YOU TO APPLY NOW 
VISfA 
G) HAS VOLUNTEERS IN All 50 
STATES; 
C!) OFFERS TRAVEL. TRAINING. EX· 
PERIENCE, LIVING E)CPENSES. 
MEDICAL CARE. POSSIBLE STU-
DENT LOAN DEFERMENT $75 
MONTHLY SAVING FOR EACH 
MONTH OF SERVICE. 
8 NEEDS VOLUNTEERS WITH 
SKILLS. EDUCATION. COM-
MITIMENT. TO SERVE ONE 
0 YEAR HELPING AMERICANS TO 
HELP THEMSELVES. 
(i) REQUIRES U S CITIZENSHIP OR 
PERMANENT RESIDENCE. MIN-
IMUM AG~ OF 18 (THOUGH FEW 
UNDER 20 CAN QUALIFY). 
0 WANTS YOU TO APPLY NOW 
TO FIND OUT IF YOU OVAL/FY. WRITE OR CALL COLLECT. 
JOE ADDIS ( 716) 263·5896 
ACTION RECRUITING OFFICE 
FEDERAL BLDG .. #317 · 
ROCHESTER.NY. 14614 
Recommended by 
Ihe~~ YQcl,; Times as one 
of t e restaurants to eat 
at in Ithaca. 
Featuring Gree!"' specialties at excellent 
prices from $J.95 to $5.95 
:mported Greel" Wines 
* Now open for dinner Sunday evenings. 
526 West State St1reeft 
273-9651 
7 a.m.-1 p.m. 5 p.m.-10 p.m. 
n, 
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Sounds/ MuSic Information 
H~· Steve Platt to be called "Old Crest of the 
Warren Zevon'!> long New Wave. Mason played 
a\Hlited fourth LP is out, "ParalyLed" which will be on 
titled "Bad Streak in Dancing the album, and played "Talk 
School." II is probably one of to I\1c" for the first time which 
the better albums to be is yet to be recorded. "Old 
rek:a~ed this month. It Cre,t of the New Wave" 
feature~ Leland Sklar on ba~~. should be out in !\fay. Bob 
Riek Marotta on drum~ and Seeger's LP from which came 
Waddy Wachtel on lead the single "Fire Lake" is to be 
guitar. Joe Walsh plays lead called "Against the Wind." 
on "Jungle Work" and on the David Crosby, Eddie Money, 
Bruce Springsteen com- The Shirts and the Dixie 
position ·'Jeannie Need~ a Dreggs arc all hard at work in 
Shooter." Jackson Browne the studio, so keep an eye out 
play~ guitar on "Gorilla, for new material from them. 
You 're a Desperado." After leaving Aerosmith, 
Browne along with Linda guitarist Joe Perry got a band 
Ronstadt, Eagles' Glenn Frey together called the Joe Perry 
and Don Henly, and J .D. Project. The band is now 
Souther provide ready to tour, and will release 
background vocals. its first album, "Let the Music 
Among other new releases is Do the Talking," on Feb. 29. 
"Victims of the Fury" by The band will play a short tour 
Robin Trower. Six of the 10 of New England in support of 
songs on the album were writ- the album. Perry now sings 
ten by Keith Reid, a fellow lead in his new band, unlike 
ex-Proco! Harum band the backup vocals he was used 
member. "Give It All You to in Aerosmith. Band mem-
Got" is the ~ingle off Chuck bers include Davis Hall, Ralph 
Mangione's ne,\ LP "Fun and Morman and Ronnie Stewart. 
Games." tene Lo,·ich's "Another Fine Mess You've 
album "Fie:-.." is L)Ut. Heart's Go!len Us Into, Ronnie,"· the 
fir~t ~ingle from ,"Bebe Le new album from the Rolling 
Strange" i~ called ''Even It Stones, is scheduled for an 
Up." Some debut albums to April J release, however 
keep an eye out for are the ~ource~ say it probaply won't 
I Buggic'i' ''The Age of be out until the summer. The Pla,tic. ·· Dann Rogers' Stones will be touring in the 
, "Heart~ Under Fire," Ton~ late summer and fall. Stones' i Scuito's ''Island Nights," drummer Charlie Watts is 
l Lion·~ "Running Ail Night" pre\cntly playing in England 
and Shooting Star·~ ''Virgin.'' with a band featuring Alexis 
Linda Ronstadt's "l\lad Korner and Ian Stewart. And 
Lo\'c" LP will be out at any one more piece of Stones' in-
1 time now. Ehb Costello's formation for those of you 
"Get Happy" should be ou! as . who arc interested, Mick 
\OOn as he geb ~ome legal shit Jagger has shaved off the 
cleared up. The Outlaws have beard he had been sporting the 
a Inc one coming out, pos~ibly last few weeks. 
in the summ~r. If you hap- The Who, who've ju~t 
pencd to ha\'e been at the Dave 5igned with \Varner Bros. for a 
Mason concert last Friday rumored S 12 million, will be 
night, you might ha\ e found recording an album in London 
out that hi~ upcoming album i5 thi\ month with Eagles' 
-~ 
, .. ,. 
producer Bill Szymczyk. The 
Who arc planning a U.S. tour 
starting with the We~t Coa~t in 
April and finishing up on the 
East Coast during the sum-
mer. Pete Townsend will have 
a solo album coming out in 
March, produced by Sex 
Pistols' producer Chris 
Thomas. "Public Enemy 
Number One," the soundtrack 
to a new Roger Daltry flick 
will contain all new material 
played by members of the 
Who. The soundtrack is due 
out in April. 
A radio station in Iowa is 
sponsoring a "Frank Zappa 
for Miss America Contest" in 
the wake of Bert Parks'boot-
ting as MC. Zappa was also 
nominated for two Grammies 
including Best Male Rock 
Vocal, "Dancing Fool" and 
Best Rock Instrumental, "Rat 
Tomago." Both songs are 
from "Shick Yerboufi'." 
Needless to say Zappa wasn't 
overly thrilled. Following the 
completion of "Joe's Garage, 
Acts 2&3,'' Zappa disbanded 
that version of the Mothers. 
He i~ presently holding 
auditions in L.A. for a new 
band which he plam to take on 
tour in April. 
Willie Nelson, Allman 
Bros., Eh-in Bishop, Crystal 
Gales, Delbert McClinton, 
Papa John Creach, Marshall 
Tucker, .John Prine and of 
course the Charlie Daniels 
Band all participated in the 
:-.ixth annual Volunteer Jam 
recently in Nash\·illc. Da~·e 
Mason, Nicolette Larson, 
Chick Corea, Chaka Khan, 
Helen Redd}' and of course 
Lindat Ronstadt are all roller-
skating to raise funds for 
presidential candidate Jerry 
Brown. If you noticed that 
"City," the new album from 
McGuinn, Clark And 
Hillman, only "featured" 
I . 
. 1· 
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Gene Clark, it was done in jest 
as part of a friendly feud. The 
feud originated due to Clark's 
reluctance to tour. The next 
time Gene Clark does an album 
it will probably be a solo LP. 
Bob Dylan recently kicked 
off a 24 show tour in Por-
tland, Oregon. Dylan is still 
having trouble relating to his 
audiences since his conversion 
to Christianity, and claims 
that the end is very near. 
Some upcoming tours will in-
clude Bruce Springsteen in the 
summer, XT_C, Lene Lovich, 
and Bruce Wooley. Cheap 
Trick will be playing some 
small halls (Ithaca?!) in 
mid-March. 
Harry Chapin is doing a 
soundtrack for· a TV movie 
called "Mother-Daughter." 
Paul Simon's new movie "One 
Trick Pony," will include ap-
pearances by Lou Reed, the 
reunited Lovin' Spoonful and 
the B-52s. 
Steve 1-orbcrl will be war-
ming up for the Kinks on Mar-
ch 2 in Barton Hall. The 
Kinks will also play the 
Syracuse Landmark on the 
4th. This weekend don't miss 
the Rolling Stones' movie 
"Sympathy for the Devil". at 
the midnight show at the State 
Theater downtown. Muchas 
Gracias ICB-FM, the Sam-
pler and Amy Hurd. 
Notes From Ford 
by Karen Johnston 
The walls of Ford Hall will 
echo with a number of really 
great performances on 
schedule this week. 
On Thursday, the Ithaca 
College music fraternity· Phi 
Mu Alpha presents its Almost 
Spring Recital, starting at 
8:15pm in thr Ford 
Auditorium. The program in-
cludes performances by the 
fraternity brothers as well as 
appearances by faculty 
brothers David Unland, Bruce 
McFarland, the Bra~s Choir 
directed by Dr. Steven Baxter, 
the Phi Mu Alpha Quintet, a 
saxophone quartet and the 
Men's Choir. • 
Saturday, Ford Hall will be 
bustling with performer~ ready 
to go on stage. 
At 2pm, Frank Bonqiomo 
presents hi~ junior alto 
~axophone recital. 
Later clarinetbt Diane Roc-
cisano and Rebbecca Muir 
team up in a joint recital 
as~isted by Pamela Bartlett on 
basson and Maria Delgrado 
and James Hurich on piano. 
Finally at 8 : I Spm Satur-
day, the Ithaca College Or-
chestra takes to the stage. The 
program highlights five solo 
performers;' Jule Supple on 
violin, Sheila Kibbe on piano, 
Jon Meakis on horn and a 
piano duo by Jay Dias and 
Peter Cummings. Pamela 
Gearhart will conduct. 
For 'Sunday, two concert~ 
are on tap in Ford Hall. Shern· 
Lynn Heffinger starts off in ; 
special piarto performance 
featuring worh by Schubert. 
Husa and Schumann. 
And an extra special 
program of piano music i~ 
\cheduled for Sunday at 
8:15pm. Four IC music faculty 
members: Mary Ann Covert. 
Phiroze :vtehta, Malcome 
Belson and Ramon Salvatore, 
will perform "Four Decade~ 
of Piano Music''. 
The last of the week\ 
scheduled events is a special 
appearance of the Lenox 
Quartet. The four members of 
the group: Warwick Lister and 
Peter Mar5h on violin, Darrel 
Barnes on viola and Ermar 
Holme are a mixture of IC 
faculty and l~haca area 
resident5. Program time ,~ 
8:15pm.Monday, Feb. 25. 
All performance~ thi~ wed 
arc free and open to the 
public. 
* Widows and Children 
continued from pa?,e 11 
Arnold. l.arre1ro has a 
polished sense of comic timing 
that shows humor and irony 
carefully blended into a 
moving Pl!rformance. Steven 
Warland plays the sensitive 
Ed, a confused friend/lover 
who tries to make Arnold 
return to the living world. The 
adopted son, David, played by 
David Shannon, is the wry, 
frank voice of fact and reason 
throughtout the show. Edith 
Wanderstock, played Mrs. 
Beckoff, a~ the Mother; a 
truly marvelous role tr.at anv 
character actress would b~ 
thrilled with. 
"Widows and Children Fir-
st" is a delightful and 
provocative play. Director 
Susan German handles the text 
skillfully, and Central Casting 
again provides a new theatrical 
piece for its audiences. 
Chess Sets 
The Iron Shop 
On the Commons 272-5101 
FINE ITALIAN 
SPECIALTIES ~$' 
SINCE 1949 ~II " 
· 272-5080 
109 N. CAYUGA-ST. 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
(30 SECONDS FROM THE.COMMONS) 
I 
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Dames at Sea "" A DelightfutEvening 
b,· Elizabeth Ashbourne 
· Dames at Sea, the new 30's 
mu~ical sponsored by 
Student Activities Board 
opened on Feb. 7. By the 
;ccand evening the campus 
11 a~ buzzing about what a 
tremendous hit is was. From 
the opening number "Wall 
Street" to the finale "Let's 
Ha\'e a Simple Wedding," the 
show was sparkling, dazzling 
and C\Citing. It never once 
lost it, energy and enthusiasm. 
11 had a simple and basic plot 
common to the musicals writ-
ten in the 3(J' ,; boy meets girl; 
bol' t!L'l~ girl; boy loses girl; 
bo) il.'t, girl. .\II this goes on 
whilL' a,tempt,ng to put on a 
· Bro,1.!11a~ ,11 1. 
fh, \I\ playLr' seemed to fit 
mill and nawrally into their 
re1pccl I\ C roll'~. Every mem-
ber or the ca~, was especially 
stront! in at least one area of 
mu,i~al wmedy and together 
1hev "made beautiful music" 
and made it a truly magical 
~l'ening. 
Ted Reegan (Dick(, a 
freshperson was an excep-
tional ~inger. His voice was 
ery bright and exciting and 
oupled with his good looks 
nd beaming smile, he made 
n C\Ccllent naive hometown 
boy. His partne_r, Holly 
hoade, (Ruby), with her 
i~ht, litcing voice was very 
,;od. I found her to be overly 
11cct at times, however, it was 
not enough to become ob-
noxious. Both Ted and Holly 
,were very believable in por-
traying that ,wcet innocence 
of small town enthusia,m and 
naivete. 
Valerie Mercurio (Joan), 
played the chorus girl who was 
working on her "J 10th flop" 
and was ab~olutely amazing. I 
felt she displayed her dancing 
and singing talents especially 
well in the so11gs 
''Choo-Choo Honeymoon," 
and "Good Times arc Herc to 
Stay." The audience was 
literally stunned at the vibran-
ce and strength of her voice. 
Her"first cla5!> mate" 1vds 
Lucky, a free ~pirited sailor, 
played by Jon Grodcski. 
Grotleski was one of the 
strongest dancers of the six, 
probably altributable to hi5 
position as co-coreographer 
with Kim Nazarian. He was 
very light on his feet and 
seemed to be dancing 
throughout the whole show. 
His performance was done 
with great enthusiasm and he 
appeared to enjoy what he was 
doing. 
Martic Narr was right on the 
mark with her portrayal of 
that overbearing, obnoxious, 
selfish star ofBroadway,Mona 
Kent. One of the best and 
most well known numbers in 
the ,how was "That Mister 
:\tan of :\line," in which 
Mona !>Ccmingly made love· to 
We believe that every ounce of scrap 
is worth its weight 1n gold! 
We usually pay more than anyone else because of 
· our direct connections. 
. Ralph E. Thorpe 
The State Street 
Bargain House 
516 W. State Street 273-9602 
the piano, while 5hc ,ang 
about a man who was wiped 
out in the deprc~sion. It was 
one of the funniest number~ 
and the audience- certainly got 
a kick out of it. Martie's ac-
ting wa, ~upcrior. She was 
very glamorous and dazzling. 
She did ~ecm to have a little 
trouble with her dance m11n-
bers, expccially when she had 
'to sing at the 'iame time, but is 
was not enough to seriously 
detract from her performance. 
its potential and the ~ho\\ 
flowed very smoothly. 
NaLarin and Grodeski •., 
choreography was very inven-
tive and truly done in the 
Broadway 5tylc. One of the 
numbers that made the show 
was the unbrclla dance to 
"Raining in rv1) Heart". It 
was done a~ a ,mall scale, 
typical Hollywood production 
numba, and it sent the 
audience ii'ito gale~ of laughter 
which didn"t ~top until the 
~nd. 
The 111u~il.'. 1qitten b~ 
George l--lai1moh11 and Rt1bi11 
Miller and played by Jerold 
Gold'itcin comiqcd of man~ 
catchy tune, which ,cnt thl.' 
audience home humm111g. 
The productiL,ll wa, of ) 
vcrv hid1 qualitv, and I rcc1f 
tha·t tl~c who!; ,hem \\a,[ 
··,imnlv keen." 
She wa, a very ~t rong actrc!>s, ~:=,,c:i,,c~,o~:i,,c:,,c::~~::,,cx:>eo=-c=-c::>c:>0=<=-c::>c:>00Q-c~ 
· portraymg a strong character 
and the chemistry was just 
right. Martie's counterpart 
wa~ played by Ca~c Mc-
Donald. McDonald had two 
rolc5; that or the director of 
the show and the captain of 
the U.S.S.Q.P. Casey i~ a 
very laid-back performer and 
it ~ervcd him well for these two 
role5. His strongest character 
was that of Captain Cupie 
Doll Courageou5. He was 
very funny and the audience 
was delighted at his hysterical 
antics. One of the highlights 
of the show was when he 
dropped Mona and burst into 
song. 
This elaborate production 
with well constructed scenery 
and clean, neat costumes was 
staged in the small space of the 
Crossroads. Larry Hir-
schhorn's directing was very 
effective. He utilized the 
,pace available to the bc!>t of 
DANSKIN. is not just for dancing 
Save 20 °/4 
-.:: .. 
need! 
House of SHALIMAR 
COLLEGETOWN THE COMMONS PYRA.MIO 
27:J-7939 
SENIORS 
& ··--·-···\ 
--~-~ 
fACULTY 
Cap and gown 
orders must be placed 
at 
the Bookstore 
by March lo 
-~---- ----,~---
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*Poor Attendance at Public Forum 
continued from pa!!,e 4 
come and ,peak their mind,? I 
know there arc more than nine 
rcoplc at Ithaca College who 
have ,omc problem with the 
academic affairs at Ithaca 
College. 
It dawned upon me that one 
of the overriding problems 
that was identified by the nine 
people who did attend the 
forum was that Ithaca College 
lacked cohesiveness between 
,tudcnts, faculty, staff and 
administrators. In fact, most 
people agreed that Ithaca 
College is not a community. I 
want to repeat that because I 
feel it is very important. Ithaca 
College is not a community. 
Inherent in the term com-
munity· is effective com-
munication. Obviously the 
communication at · ithaca 
College is poor. Perhaps that 
is why only nine people atten-
ded the forum. What is 
significant here is that it is im-
possible to create or maintain 
an academic atmosphere 
without the existence of a 
strong community. 
It is not my· intention to 
point the finger at anyone or 
any faction at Ithaca College. 
However, what I intend to do 
is to try to create the needed 
community feeling here at 
Ithaca College. I know that 
this is not an easy chore. In 
fact it may be impossible, but I 
am go_ing to try. Du~ to the 
fact that there are only eight 
weeks of the semester left I 
have set my goals accordingly. 
I am going to initiate some 
new programs in the hopes 
that we here at Ithaca College 
I am always open to idea; 
can begin to refer to ourselvc1 
as a community and maybe 
~ven an academic communitv. 
and suggestions and I welcon1c 
your input. Let's create a 
community!! 
Sincerely, 
Christopher P. Covill 
V .P. of Academic Affairs 
Member of the Exec. Board of 
Student Government 
*Whalen Inerviewed on Issues 
continued from paf!,e I 
rate. The President said that 
even if those statistics were 
,ignificaiHJy off, the college 
will still face severe problems. 
Continued tenuring of faculty 
in a time of decreasing student 
enrollment is "not just im-
prudent; it's insane,'' said 
Whalen. He explained that 
Ithaca· College's basis for 
tenure decisions is an AAUP 
ruling nicknamed the "up or 
out policy." A professor is 
hired on a seven year tenure 
track. During the seventh 
teachmg year, the professor is 
evaluated for tenure. Should 
that person not be tenured, he 
or she must leave the teaching 
position, hence: "up or out.'· 
According to Whalen, tenure 
at Ithaca College was granted 
in abundance in the past and 
efforts to curtail tenuring is 
now a subject of heated 
debate. 
tml;llllll!P"'~ia--------•---------L_Jlillllllat.".111 the current administration's · 
The President concluded by 
saying that resolutions to 
current conflicts must be 
found and debate between 
faculty and administration will 
continue but-, in the meantime, 
the goal of the college is to 
educate. ''You don't shor-
tchan·ge the students ... Even-
tually solutions will be found 
but meanwhile we owe each 
other the responsibility to 
carry out what we're hired and 
paid to do and what we've 
committed ourselves to do.·· A~jATlC 
GAftDE~·~· 
tRESTM[RAt~tJ 
( I, i nt',t' · A nu·rin111 I ood 
i 18 W. Stall' Stn't'I 
PRIME RIBS 
2 -,) --,-() ' ~. ' ,J ~, 
·LOBSTER.TAIL. 
FR-ESH SEA.FOOD 
FILET MIGNON 
*BOC Mismanagement? 
continued from page 3 but Someth· 1·ng must be done. B O C A great 1·11J·us11·c · 
• • • C IS 
the show. It is very fortunate The B.O.C. cannot be allowed being done to the students! 
there were no serious injuries to continue its present course. 
to students attending the con- I am a senior and I regret to 
cert. miss the annual free concert in 
It is too bad that the studen- my last year of college due to a 
ts must suffer in the long run , gross mismanagement by the 
•HONEY 
Sincerely, 
Randy Milton 
Ultimate Frisbee 
Club Treasurer 
; 12oz. Bag Spinach ,49¢ 
· Bunch of Celery ,39¢ 
• Watermelons I .19c per lb. ,. 
~· 88 California Navels 10 for $1.00 
·, Honey Tangerines 12 for $1.00 1 
I Green Peppers 10for$1.00 
, Fresh Bee!s , .25¢ per lb. 
-
Fresh produce arrives daily from the · 
regional market. 
While, we sleep, Pat Todi goes to the 
6 
. market to choose the freshest produce 
- • available and rushes 1t bacl< to Ithaca for 
. your family. LOW OVERHEAD & 
' MINIMUM HANDLING KEEP YOUR 
COST LOW. . t 
'W · h I . i$ • e strive to give y9u t e owest prices; 
DINNER SERVE!D NIGHTLY 
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKENDS 
CLAM BAR·DAILY 4-11 pm 
Third Street at Madison 
Ithaca, NY 272-9726 
(Third Street Exit off Route 13) 
.', every day,n 
WE NOW ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS 
TODltS PRODUCE 
~~orth Meadow St., ~t~'ji 
Open Daily ~sundaY 1, 
7:30-6 
r-·--- --
i Make your room 
anOasise 
0 Tropical Plants and 
Lush Hanging Baskets 
°Ⴀ! Fresh, Silk, and Dried Flowers 
THE 
MF, A .#a~ 
VISA' -. ~., 
., , i• 
'' ,,,., 
-~~~~ 
sends love. 
PL:L/5: B.:unboo, vvicker and rattan 
chairs, tables, hamper'.>, baskrh, 
blinds, mirrors. Straw rug~. DL'wrat-
ing acces'.:iories. Oinncrwc1rc, mugs 
and many exciting gifhl 
PLANTATION 114 Ithaca Commons 0 27 3-7231 Eveni_r, _, ,ill 9 p.m. 0 Sunday 11-4 
m_nasts Win With Style 
hl T.M. Resch \irtually ,\icp! thl' top placl', ltliaL·a again 11u111111p,l',,11l'I\. 
111 l'vay l'\l'llt. In \'at1i1111g \\1ecp1ng the tup !0111 placn. 
L1I1da John,on touk third Terri S1:1d,er 11a, t()rth, l:i:ic 
11ith a ,core of 7.9. Fllic Saunder, combined L'\L·1111, .. 
Saunder, ~cored 8.0 to capture tumhlin,lc and d1,,c-hl-.c dan,, 
,econd place and .Jud~ Bell Ill place !!iird 1111), 7.~5. I 1n,ia 
110I1 th,· event \1ith a ,core ot Jo!Jn,on ,crncd 8.1 a:id ,,,,,!,. 
8.1. r\ll arc trc,hpc1,om. ,cctllld and "iu,~ Bell 1•.1>:1 ikJ 
On the exciting and d1tlicult ,ccond c1e11t llt' thl' meet 1111 11 
unl'1·c11 piirallel har,, l.111da a,..:orc(1t8.I~. 
Johrm1n and Sue Bourne tied Lind,1 .John,01111 011 th,_· ,.\11-
fnr fourth with ,core~ of 7.0. Aroulld with an ind!\ ,dual 
Cl1ri, r1· n·1k•'11 \\"l' , , I 1· ..,l) " -beaten Cani:;iu,, We~\ Point, ~ '·' ,ccont ,..:ore o - -0:--. 
Albany, and even that pcren- ~coring 7.0 a11d ,enior Wink\ But ii ial-.c, nwrc than <.'\-
In their la,t home meet ot 
the 79-80 ,ca~on, Tue,. nil.!.ht 
the Ithaca College Wome~1·, 
Gymna,tic team O\Cr-powcrecl 
Albany 121-93.35. To thi, 
date Ithaca po'>h a 5-2 rccmd, 
a vaq improvement 01 er ht\t 
year, ~ea,on. Ithaca ha, lo~t 
only to Cortland and Ea,t 
Stroud~burg, both lo,~c, were 
clo,e contc,t~. They have 
nial power aero~, !he ~!reel, Ward, always ,lrong ill th,·, ccllcrll indi1 idual pc, for111a11-
Cornell. C\Clll won it \\ith an 8.2. cc-. 10 hold a 1ca111 t\ll!Cthcr. 
Coach Harriet Carne~ at- The balance beam wa\ the Courag<.' i, a ha,ic elem-cnt in a 
tributes the ,uccc~s to a couple only event Albany placed in g~ mna,1. On ruc,day ni!;IH 
of factors, a qrong "spotter" with Elaine Clynn putting in a thi, COL!r::ige wa, c,11L·ci,tll\ 
who can as~ist the gymnasts in solid performance ~corin!.! 7 .35 e1 ,den! in the perform.111cc·, o·f 
learning more difficult moves, and took fir~t, l!haca':-, l_inda faith Dana and Sue Bourn c. 
and a group of talented fresh- Johmon and Adrienne Cartly Both Gymnast, are reco\ennl! 
persons that complement the tied for fourth wil h ~cores of from ,evere knee injune<, and 
6.85 and Terri Stacl-.er took b 1h d · I l upper cla~~per~om very nicely. 0 compete \\ 11 1 rnlk y, Wo'j'j~~t 'sP""'ifjJ~ rt~e,dAe;; ~n~;~,1;~En~"~gh bun-
by Robert Goldman Clarkson calmly battled (15 points) and Tom Market The victory improved SLU's Hartwick topped IC 74-70 at 
The Ithaca College Basket- back. For the Bombers they (12 points) pushed their lead record to 11-0 in the ICAC Hartwick. Jerry Fulmer led 
ball Bombers lost three hard were paced by Frosh Tod Hart back up to a comfortable 9 and 19-3 overall, while the the way for the Warriors now 
fought contests last week, with 23 points and eight points with l minute to play. Bombers dropped to 5-5 in 19-4 canning 24 points. Les 
bowing to Clarkson, St. rebounds before fouling out at The Bombers had just one ICAC action, l 1-9 overall. Miller added 21 points and 
. Lawrence, and Hartwick. the end of the first overtime person in double figures and it On Monday night the Born- Jim O'Brien 16. !C's Hart 
Clarkson's Mike Lewis, a 6_ period Danny Harris chipped was of course, none other than bers dropped another close again led all scoreres \\ ith 28. 2 sophomore who missed a in with 15, while other Born- Hart with a game high of 29. decision as Division II power 
chance to beat the Bombers bers in double figures were 
at the buzzer a year ago, got Kurt Atherton with 11 and 
his revenge last Friday night George Piniella and Mike 
Feb. 15 at Light Gym. Lewis Quesnel with IO each. 
fired in a 30 foot jumper with On Saturday night the top 
two seconds left in regulation ranked Division III team in 
play to tie the game at 72, then New York State, St. Lawrence 
hit a 10 foot bank shot what University, defeated an upset-
turned out to be the ·.vinning minded IC club 77-70. 
basket as the Golden Knights .The Bombers trailed by 14 
edged the Bombers 88-87 in points with just under IO m-
double overtime. inutes to play (58-44), however 
Lewis' heroics capped a they closed the gap to one (65-
tremendous comeback by 64) on two free throws by 
Clarkson as at one time they George Piniella - 7 points, 9 
were down by 20 points (37- assists with -3:05 remaining. 
17) in the first half. But led by But that was a close as the 
Bill Cassidy's 20 points (15 in Bombers would come. The 
the second half) and 11 Saints, led by All-American 
rebounds, Andy Bright's 18 George Hughes' 24 points and 
points and 18 by Lewis, the shooting of Larry Regan 
Rugby Is 
by Betsy Koffman The team practices on 
The Ithaca College's Men's Tuesdays and Thur~days. 
Rugbv Club is back -and raring Harry Franzheim runs prac. 
to go. Trying to prove them- tices and guides the team with 
selves to the college and me numerous drills and sprints. 
community, after, losing IO of The veterans help teach the 
their fine players, they say newcomers the strategy of 
nothing will stop them. rugby's aggressive style of 
A young team, composed ')f play .. The team plans on per-
many sophomores and formrng better this spring due 
juniors, follows the strong to the experience of last fall. 
examples set by the only two Rugby has a full schedule of 
starting seniors, Blair Forester tournaments. Playing 
and Ed Brown. They place a througho~t N.Y. state and the 
stress on fitness to increase metropolitan area provides a 
their endurance and level of great deal of diversity for the 
play. players. They even host the 
Back 
Ithaca Cla~sic which 1s ten-
tatively scheduled for :\lay 6, 
bringing in at least 13 other 
teams. Co-captains Matt, 
Southerland, Tom Styles, and 
Dave Kipus will lead their 
team through the season. 
Finances remain one ,1f 
Rugby's main probkm~. 
Student government helped by 
allocating money to them ro, 
balls, and for some travcliw.: 
expenses. Unfortunately mo1<.' 
money is needed, so the tca11 
plans on having fund rai~1n!! 
events such as a raffle and ; 
sponsored party at the Arcade. 
They encourage your surport 
Bom_hers Receive State Bid 
By virtue of its 12-5 record 
and strong showings against 
New York State teams, the 
Ithaca College Women's 
Basketball Team received a bid 
to the New York State tour-
nament of the Association for 
Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women. 
The Bombers are 
seeded sixth in the tour-
nament, which will be held this 
weekend at Oneonta State. 
They will meet third-ranked 
Siena in Friday's first round, 
and head coach Natalie Smith 
is optimistic of her team's 
chances. 
"I predicted at the begin-
ning of the season that Siena 
would be one of the top teams 
in the State," ~aid Smith, "bu! 
I think we can beat them. 
They've got good shooters, 
but I don't believe that they 
can keep up with out speed." 
Top ranked Niagara ap-
pears to be the team to beat in 
the tournament. Early in the 
season they downed Ithaca at 
the charity stripe, 68-61, but 
Smith believes the Ithacans 
could turn it around Ill the 
States. 
"When we played that 
game, we beat them on the 
floor," she noted. "We just 
couldn't make our foul shot5. 
Tim time, if we get to 
Niagara, we hopefully won't 
have that problem, and I think 
we can beat them.'' 
Not only docs Coach Smith 
believe the women cager, can 
beat Nia~ara, but "I really 
think we 'can beat any of the 
team, in the tournament," ,he 
,aid. The other teams include 
second-ranked St. John 
Fi,hcr, which met J.C. in a 
Canrsiu~. seeded fourth, which 
also nipped the Bombers 
at the free throw line, 64-59; 
and the host school, ,el'C:m ,.. 
ranked Oneonta St., which 
suffered a 98-62 ,ctback to the 
Ithacans. Abo appearing in 
the States will be fifth-,ecdcd 
!\·!alloy and cigt h-rankcd 
Wagner. 
Ithaca i, rnrrnng off a 105-
48 thra,hing of St Lrn rcncc 
on Saturda}, it, highc\t pnint 
total el'cr. Junior forward 
Faith Colter ,1ga1n led the 
,quad 111 l'i..:tun with J5 point, 
and 11 reb<.Hlll<.h. ma1d1ing 
her previous bes! ,cor irw ct-
fort (a team record). Alli,011 
Bishop, a frc,hrersonguard, 
netted 13 point,, and junior 
forward Maurccn SI,.nvrin" 
chipped in 11. 
Before leaving for the \tatc 
tourney, the Bombn, 
will firmh the ,La,011 ll\ 
tra\cling aero" town to ta!,.~ 
on Cornell on \\'edne,dav. ,\ 
win in Helen NewP1an ·<,yrn 
,~cm, lrkcly, ,o thnc wern, t(I 
he jtht one quc,1 1011 
:cmaming-lI<rn tar 1\ill rile 
Bomber, go? -:', 
------------------------------~--- -- - - -
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Bombers Break Records: Head To States 
by Rob Duglozima 
The Ithaca College Men's 
Swim Team, hosting their first 
meets in more than a month, 
registered two victories this 
past week evening their record 
at 5-5. 
clocking of 3:20.74. 
Sophomore sensation, Bob 
McLaughlin bested his own 
school record in the 200 but-
terfly, gaining a victory with a 
time of 2:07.95. Ithaca's 400 
medley relay team also recor-
ded a pool record as Bill 
Holton, Eddie Trinidad, Bob 
McLaughlin, and Thor 
Cheyne were victorious in this 
event in 3:52.58. Senior diver 
Dennis Mino was in top for as 
he recorded a season high 
251.4 points while taking first 
place in I meter diving. 
final event, the lthacan's 400 
gree relay team(MacDowall, 
Cheyne, Trinkle, and Ber-
nhardt) bested its·· own school 
record with a time of 3:19.54. 
In doing so, they touched out 
the Geneseo foursome thus 
earning the upset victory. 
Ithaca's 400 medley relay 
team, consistin..g of Tom 
Vitaletti, Eddie Trinidad, 
McLaughlin, ai'ld Cheyne also 
established a new J.C. pool 
record with a clocking of 
3:50.38, more than two full 
seconds better than the record 
that was set ori Wednesday. 
Bernhardt posted victories in 
both the SO and 100 freestyle 
events, setting a new Ithaca 
College record in the former 
with a time of 22.23 seconds. 
Trinkle recorded a new school 
record in the 1000 freestyle 
with a clocking of 10:52.33, as 
he was nipped for first place 
by Genesco's Sanderson by 
three-tenths of a second. 
Mino took top honors for the 
lthacans in 3 meter diving· with 
a season high score of 239.30 
points. 
The Bomber swimmers will 
close out the regular season 
this week hosting Binghamton 
Thursday Feb. 21 and 
traveling to the University of 
Buffalo saturday, Feb. 23. 
Under 15 year, coach Bill 
Ware, the swimmers are 
currently working hard 
preparing for the upcoming 
New York State ChamQion -
ships which will be held at 
Rochester Tech from February 
28-March 1. 
On Wednesday, Feb. 13, the 
Bombers hosted ICAC con-
ference rival Alfred University 
and coasted to a 66-34 trium-
ph. Junior co-captain Jim 
Bernhardt ~et a new Ithaca 
College school and pool 
record in the 200 freestyle with 
a time of I :50.58. Bernhardt, 
along with Darby MacDowall, 
Scott Trinkle, and Thor 
Chevne also established a new 
IC ;chool and pool record in 
the 400 freestyle relay with a 
On Saturday, Feb. 16, the 
Bombers scored an upset vic-
tory as they turned back 
visiting Geneseo State 59-54. 
Behind 54-52 going into the Bowlers Win 
Swimming 
by David Zulian 
Both Bomber bowling 
team's won in dual meet com-
petition, against the consistent 
Wells last Monday night. I.C. 
A and B teams were in rare b) Suzanne Nader 
The Ithaca College 
to place within the top three form capturing a 64 point and 
teams. Some IC women to over 100 point total spread 
look for are Chris McNamera respectfully, on home alleys. 
in the 200 butterfly, Cindy Coach Faulkner 
Weintraub competing in the SO 
congratulates the women on 
their fine skill, but still feels 
much work has to be done in 
preparation for the States this 
weekend. Among the top 
bowlers Monday were: Mindy 
Miller of team B, with a high 
game of 189, and Deb Gee of 
team A with a high series of 
503. 
This year the States will run 
Feb. 22-24, with a collection 
of 16 top ranked teams from 
throughout New York State in 
person to person competition. 
For all bowling fans, Ithaca 
has been chosen to be in the 
spotlight this year, so come 
on down and enjoy an exciting 
weekend. 
Women's Swim Team will 
travel to Colgate University on 
Tursday, Feb. 21 to compete 
in the NCAA Division II State 
Finals. Second year coach 
Nancy Ward has high hopes 
for her team and expects them 
and 100 meter butterfly along Wj le 
Pinchbeck in back stroke ~ with Barb Buck and Paulette n-est 
events. - • .:!j 
Depending on their results at Finish 
ii" 2S7-22i2J 
:\ ADVANTAGE t 
the state meet, some women by Rob Duglozima 
may be eligible for com-
petitio_n in the nationals to be 
held at Clarion State on March 
13. 
On Wednesday, Feb. 13, 
Ithaca's varsity wrestling team 
completed their dual meet 
season on a positive note by 
!\ INDOOR A~H~O~W~A~R~D ~JO~H~N~S~O~N.~S ~ 
1
: TENNIS $ 
defeating Mansfield State 20-
16. The Ithacan's were led by 
senior All-American Ralph 
Salem who recorded a third 
period pin over Mansfield's 
Brian Tate in the 177 pound 
weight class. Freshperson Bob 
Papazian upped his record to 
4-6-1 with a hard fought 3-2 
decision over Greg Braine. 
Tom Longo, a freshperson 
from Middlebury, Conn. 
easily defeated Mansfield's 
Tom Rose 14-7. Greg Smith 
sealed the victory for the 
Bombers wrestling to a 7-7 
draw with Doug Austin. 
$10/hr 2 .. 95 Specia.ls 
Mon-Fri 12-4 p.m. J/ 
and after 9 p.m. ii 
Fri & Sat after 6 p.m. 11 
Sunday-after 9 p.m. 
and 
Sunday 1~-6 p.m. 
with Studem 1.0. 
Chi•·kcn and Bis .. uits 
White Meat Chiekcn and Ve~ctahb 
in Fri1·assee Sauce 
with Bakinl! P1rnder Biscuits 
Fried Filet of Flounder 
French Fried Potatoes 
Cole Slaw. Tartan: Sauee 
Roll and Butter 
Salad 
or 
Salad Bar 
additional 
Cocktail Bar 
MOW.ARD Jo~nson·s 
On Friday, Feb. IS, tl1e 
Ithacan.'s traveled to Ro-
chester Tech to take part in 
the ICAC wrestling champion-
ships. RIT took top honors 
with 89.S total points followed 
by: St. Lawrence 86.5, 
Clarkson 37 .5, RPI 28. 75, and 
Ithaca 23.5. The Bombers 
led by third place finishers 
GOT THE HUNGRIEST 
Then get to the Great American Deli 
for the Best Take-Out Foods in town. 
e SUPER SUBS • FRESH PIZZA 
e COLD BEER AND SODA , 
o OVERSIZED SANDWICHES, 
Q SALADS AND MUCH MORE! 
·~:iACA 
Open 24 Hours Open Sunday 8-6 
Closed Saturday 12 PM Open Monday 8 AM 
Carl Wheeler( 126), Ron 
Schenk (ISO), Ralph Salem 
(I 77), Greg Smith (Hwt). 
Fourth place finishers· in-
cluded Bob Papazian (134), 
Tom Longo (167) and Scott 
Fenwick (190), while Ron 
Krassin (142) and Steve Davis 
(158) both finished· fifth. 
First year coach Ron King is 
expecting brighter things from 
his young matpersons next 
year as he is losing only two 
seniors thru graduation. Eight 
fresh persons and four 
sophomores saw extensive ac-
tion for the Bombers and they 
will be seeking to improve 
upon their records next year. 
~Andi.. 
~ 
Thonl"'s 
for the 
file. 
The Ithacan 
DAYTONA BEACH 
SPRING BREAK. 
Sta,·~ p-,/ry Sun,iay •CI.Mdrct, 
• Six Daya on the BHth • Flvei 
Nights Ocean-front Lodging 
• Two Poolside Bar-8-0ue 
Buffet, • Keg Parties • Cou-
pon Book• Tun & Tip1 · 
$99.50 
SKI BREAK 
Killington Ski Week 
• LIii llckPts • Lodging• ·Meals 
• K~ P1, <'oupon Book 
• Entertainment • Movie Night 
• Social Houra • Tue, I Tips 
$149.50 Quad 
-· 
(Co-ordinators Wanted) 
lnlc;,rmallon 1-800-336-4630 
or write 
Cheaapeake, 4040 S. 28th SI 
Arlington, Va. 222116 
Reservation Depo11t $40.00 
~--
-/ 
udweiser® 
KING OF BEERS® 
ATHLETE ·ap THE WEEK 
Hard work and dedication paid off last week as 
Linda Johnson broke her old all around school 
record in gymnastics. 
Competing in the balance beam, uneven bars, 
floor exercise, and vaulting. events, Linda aspired 
to the high total of 30. 05 points. Winning the Most 
Improved A ward last year adds to Linda's deter-
mination as she often arrives early at practice. 
Coach Carnes lauds Linda's talent while saying 
"her intrinsic motivation is evident by her 
meticulous execution in her performances. " 
For her outstanding display of talent, the Ithacan 
is proud to recognize Linda Johnson as Athlete of 
the Week. 
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Andrea, 
rli,1n\ 
Classifieds 
for the file! 
The Ithacan 
Dear Photorherwn-
Than,, lnr the interrupt1011! And 
\\here arc the mud p1,ture,?! 
T.T. 
-------------·--·,;;-;,.a)I.,., .. __ 
Roomate wanted: 
Dear ''Choclate Ice Cream Lover,'' 
Do I know you from sornewhcrc? The 
ring always points outward. Hope the 
derivatives don't get to you. I'm being 
a good girl in every way ... Promise. 
No skidding in the Silver Bird. 
"Love you my own special way" 
Love--Faithful in G.B. 
Tma Louise and Alfredo, 
How's fruits the citrus arc thi, year 
of time? Arc· you a1 fatty a; pat wit? 
How's Charles Schultz? 
Robyn 
With love 
From London 
C.--
To 2nd floor Terrace l l ---
Than,, fur bcm,I! a ternl1c floor. 
1 woman needed for 2 
bedroom apartment. Close to 
I.C and down town area. Pets 
welcome. $87 .50 including 
heat. Call- Melanie at 273-
7225 
...,..,.,_...,...,....,....,_.,_..,.. _ _.. __ .,. Nails-- ls 11 rim or ring? 
Sherri in London 
Photography Editor--
You, 
To 2nd lloor Terrace I l--
Th,111,, for bcin,I! :1 ternllc floor. 
You',c been g1eat 
Your R.A. 
Dear Randi--
I'll g1, e ,ou the ,coop about Fmk. 
Come by. 
K.S. 
Bone he,:d, 
You',c got the cutcsJ lmn, th1, ~1de 
or Oregon. 
l me. the I'-6c1, 
Funh.1, 
Want to pla) co,1111<: 11\cnty 
question,'' You're in my mo, 1c! 
r rnrr--
Love 
.lump111· 
:\n earl} b1r1hday \\11h 10 you! 
Happy B-Day to you. 
Happ) 8-Day to you .. 
Happy B1rthda) dearest 
Tr,tpp,ter--
Happy B-da) to )Ou. 
Love and \\'ct Ki1,e,--
Studio no. 6 
Kel10, 
We'll put Doris under the twine 
:..tonday! 
Jailhou,e 
Roastcrona, 
I can't wait for a re,t, It's only 9:35 
and I'm exhausted! 
Love 
KDB, 
Lo, ing you 1, easy, being away 
from yHu 1s 'hard. London may have 
a lot to ort'cr, but it can't touch our 
end or to,\ 11. Root Beer forever! 
Love, 
JPB 
Dearc1t Sno"'·· 
ELLO Love!!! Hope all i1 punky 
over 111 G.B. J\.1111 you, Big Ben, and 
Paul McCartncy--
Cheer1--
Trixie 
Dear Randi, 
Glad wc had that talk. I really en-
Joy your company. 
Love, 
French Omon Soup Person 
Dea, D.M., Randolph. and Wet her, 
The Umvcr;e never end,, we never had 
our calc. party, & I miss your mtcllcc-
tual feedback. Keep an eye on you 
know 11ho. 
M111iag all you guy;, 
Sally-London 
L1,a Jane-
I m11, )a, roomic! How·~ the 
Fin,l!Cr Action·? Have your shirts been 
sent to the cleaner recently? 
Love, 
S. Goy 
Student Justice 
Applications 
- ) 
for 
next year 
will he available 
starting 
Monday, February 25, 
from 
Ahhv DeLoache 
.. 
f \ .. ,..j.111111 to tlw \ ic·t·prt· ... iclt·III or S1111lt·nt i\ffuir"', 
, a1t the Egbert 
tlnird floor. 
Watc·h for booth on 
!Pebruarv 27. 
., 
Tube-morrow I'll 11-ritc 
Sec ya cager 
Mis1 ya loads--l'm having a super time 
--Cheerio 
Your coffee lover 
P .S. What colour is your cat? 
Future RF--
EAT!! 
Cheer, 
Love 
--Old Maid 
Marseilles Gang--
I miss the coolcrlcss coolers! 
--Joneses Rommatc 
Hey Sues--
Sorry phone plan didn't work. Our 
luck! Miss Babe... the Blender ... 
Butch & Sundance ... &the Roaches. 
Most of all miss you. 
Love, 
Shelby in London 
P.S. The "thing" almost fell 
Nails--
No mail from Mom yet. Told you 
so. 
Love, 
Been here over 5 wcel,,,s 
K-
Great dinner, fine wine, and outstan-
ding comP.any. 
Lovc,MXOX 
D.B. 
Good to be H&C again. 
-Mc 
To thmc Ranger Fan,: 
Herc come, that old Choke agam ! 
Bunky, 
Jumping won't sohe anythmg unul 
the} do it. In the meantime, remem-
ber ~our right, even though some will 
try to make you bclic\c otherni,e. 
Erb, 
P.S. Same with you"Skump, you B11n-
bo 
Happy Birthday ~1mdy K. 
Glad to 1cc you're still m the pic-
ture. 
Cheerio 
Your B.Law Rider 
Hey Ricky Kind---
Hey Ricky King---
Thanks for helping me with Ithaca's 
Best. 
Hey Ricky King---
Thank for helping me with Ithaca's 
Best. 
Yours, 
---John Oliver 
TO MY DREAM, 
THANK FOR THE DYNAMIKTE 17 
MONTHS!!! 
ILUWS ... 2-22-80 
Superman--
Love tho. tips from Jon-Henry! 
Blondie--
Keep it up! 
I Love You! 
Your Fat Chubby 
Little Redhead 
The guys in I.C. will never be tall 
dark and handsome and 6' 3". 
However there arc other fish in the ,ca 
(Cornell men do it better) Then again-
-what do you expect from a MALE. 
Love, 
The Female Chau\'inilt 
On Feb. 24, Sunda), The 
Recreation Club "111 be 1elling ,uh, 
from 9 p.m.-10 p.m. 111 Tcrrncc, 4·\ 
and 7, from I0-11 p.111. 111 Ho!in.:, 
Hall. and 111 Ea,tman Hall I I-I:! p.111. 
Sexy Suzie S. 
You weren't an rD on my BO. ;hould 
I be surprned?. 
Happy VD (only a little late). 
Love 
BM 
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$17.00 
COME. 
UN_DERGROUND uN· 
SPORTSWEAR 
D 
E 
Come Underground R 
·G 
/. 
t 
to find 
"Terry Things" 
for your 
"Spring Flings" 
1 .'.30 The Commons 
inside Cosentini's-
downstuirs 
Hours 9-5prn Mon.-Sat . 
T~urs. 'till 9pm 
R 
0 
u 
N 
D! 
I 
$17.00 • 
F~bruary 21, 1980 
To the Big "E" 
You know what they say about 
people who cat pickles, Happy Be-
lated Valentines Day. 
From the Little "E'' 
To the Holland Park Delegation: 
Remember 5 years from now in 
front of Harrods. Cherrio! Pip Pip! 
I love you all. 
Guess Wh\1 
P .S. So you want to.do the dishes?! 
Dear Jeff, 
You're fantastic! 
Guess Who0 
What's up feller1'? 
Joe Bumloaf-
Happy Birthday Sue! 
Garcia For God' 
Thorn wood Thunder, 
Will the F.S. 85 make it to Diego? 
Jailbird and SAIS 
Cook and Lor, 
So its finally over. I just can't 
believe it!!! Congratulations you two. 
Barb, 
Lo\e 
Your old Roommate: 
I 1ure hope you had a nice birthda) 
bccau1e I know we had fun, both 
nights. 
We love Y\'ll 
Your Roommate:, 
Carly, 
Thanks for Sunday ... 
Now it's my turn. 
Karen (K) 
Love 
Me 
Next to you I love skydiving best. 
Steve Martin 
Dear Roblll & Jo.in. 
It \\as an C\ccllc·1ll put~. Keep tilc11· 
1-!0lllg. 
Lmc: Hello,,,,,, 
To the: Ci11c:1', 
Great Cac:,c:r, Gho1t, 
We may get out of here e,.irl) ! 
The La)cd Back Ed. 
*Commentarv 
cominuedfrc:m par.e 3 
My bet i~ that this letter will 
never ~cc print. Prove me 
wrong. 
Editor's note: 
Sincerely, 
Keitl Styrcula 
Mr. Styrcula - :nint of in-
formation - if you look in 
our editorial box, you will ~cc 
that the majority of Ithacan 
editors are male. The editorial 
is a statement of the majorit} 
of the Ithacan editorial board 
and not a concensus of the en· 
tire Ithacan staff . 
l 
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·Announce1nent~ 
S.0.S.O. Sa,c Our Stmlcnl 
Organital1on, - need, people. The 
primary objcct1\c, of 1h1; group arc 10 
"cnham:c kader,h1p ,kill>", .illracl 
and provide 111fonna11nn 10 111comi11g 
lrc,hpcr~nn~. and 10 plan a ,y,1em lor 
ad1icvcmcn1 rccog1111it111, ol duh, and 
1ntliv1duak Anyone i111cr,1cd pka,c 
call Jun Leech at 272-4763. 
1"11e Aprhed Wr111ng Program 1, an-
11011ncin!! it, f1f1h Annual \\ r111nµ 
( t1n1eq for all I.C. ,1udcnts 1111:rc 
,, di be four fir,! pri,c,: l'cr,u11al 
i-,,ay; Expo,itory b,ay; Poetry; 
',hort~tory. The a,,ard,, SJO plu, a 
book, will be gl\cn 1n honor of former 
A WP prolc,,or, Alice Lory, and arc .i 
p,1r1 of 1hc Alice I.or~ l\lcmorial En-
Jo\\ men!. The due dale i, 5pn1, l uc, 
\pnl I, 1980. A complete l"l of rub 
is available ,11 the A WP Writrng Lab, 
126 Gannett Center, and at bulkltn 
lio.ird, in \lullcr, the l.1brar) and the 
Union. 
ror Sak: 1969 Dodge Pnlara A,kmg 
~2)0. Good engine. good body rnu,1 
,ell. 131 I Hudson Hc1i;lm a,k for 
\!any. 
S l ATISTICIAN \V ANTED We need 
1,1 break in a gu)' lO kcer J.C. ba,cball 
,1a1, for nnt ,ea,tm and beyond. \\'ill 
µc1 paid. Ir 1111cre,ted, plca,e contact 
fflm1e Mayer al 272-4808. 
rhcrc will be an orga111,a1ion,1l 
mccl1ng for all srndcn1, rn1crc,1cd in 
1l1c Wa,h1nglnn ln1crmh1p program 
<111 \\'c.:dnc,da~. !·ch. ~7 a, 4p1n 111 l'-1 
·\ll\llflC "ho "''ult! hkc inlm111a11ll11 
,lbPU[ th~ J1rtlgT.till J", \\L'kPflh.' IU at-
1L'rJd. ' 
's11111h,ide Communil~ Cenler need, 
hLlp 111 at1.._•r ,chl'l'I and ... ·,1.:llill!! 
j""!lH!l~llll\ \\Ith il'Lll'.tl!Dll, IU(tHlflt! 
,\'Id lllC.:l\llsi\lp, 
\\ 1llC1nl P,~d1iatrit· Ci,nll'r 11ccd, 
-.i11~h.-11h Ill bL'COllle lril'lllh (() lPll!,!-
[:..'flll ,.:hrun1L· m1...·n1.tl paltL'lll.., • L,-
1..L·lk111 lt:ar11111g. 
llhat·:1 \ outh llun·au :ind Big 
llrolhl·r ·Big Si,ll•r of FOC ah,a" 
ilL'1..\.I ,nl11u1e1..·r.., tn hl' tr11.:11U, lt1 
, 111idrc11 and ad<11L--c·t·111, 
( ~/) 
(r> 
(C") 
<r> 
(!') 
Music 
rebruarv 21 
8:15, rhi Mu Alnha 
Snn nc, lie c ita_l __ 
februarv 22 
7:0·'.), Graduate l!orr. 
Lecture /Ile ci ta l, 
l""teve Sweetsir 
Februarv .23 
1:00, Joint Recital 
),.(u1.r/Roccisano 
2:no, Junior Sax-
c,r,hone, r. Bongiorno 
8:15, Annual Concert 
Proriru.rn 
February ~ 
1: 00, Sophomore 
Eunhonium, ~ 
Carr 
4:00, Junior Piano 
Sherry He ffleqer 
8:15, Piano Works of 
~~ 
February 25 
(r) s, 15, ~ Quartet 
February 26 
4:15, Dance Green-
~. Arena Theatre 
(Fl 8:15, Viola Studio 
Recital 
(~} 9:00, Joint Recital, 
K. El'.£, A. Hoffman 
February~ 
(Fl 8:15, Percussion 
~ Ensemble 
(N) 9:00, Joint Recital 
c::;o,,.ol /("h;,,a::11nn 
,\11y,111e &. E,cr)onc mlc'ft·,:,·d u1 gc·t-
1111~ 111\0l\'cd in the Ra,·1,111 ,I.. \'a11-
dal1s111 \\eek - Call Sall~ Benc1nan a1 
,3]77 - 'iluckn1 (im '1 rn iwmc. 2:7. 
0778 \\ c neccl ideas, pc1 son pc,,"'' e... 
cn1hm1a,m ( all 11<H1 
Camllodian rood L1S1 I uc,da~ l·d, 
26. Don '1 cat so 01 hc1, c·a11 Don ·1 c,11 
;ll \lac kc and 1hc proceed, ",II go lo 
Cambod1,111 relict. S1µn-up, 111 U111on 
l.obhv ;111d 1)111111µ Hall, lJrcak the 
Fa,1 ~1cal "ill he hdd at 5pm ruc,d,1;. 
Fc.:b. 26 111 the.: Terrace D1111ng 11;1\I. :\ 
panel ot ,pcake~, including a siudc,11 
lrnm Cambodia "'II 1alk ,111d a 
,hdc.:,ho" of Cambodia \\ 111 al,o be· 
,ho\\n. 
Student :\ct 1, ll1c, Bo,ird', ,:1111pu, 
wide search rnr chairper,011 lor the 
1980-HI school )car i, rapidly ap-
proad1ing. 
Student Acll,i11cs Board ancl 1hc 
Board of D1rcclm, arc looking tor in-
terested, rc,pcrn)lbl-:, and cn1hu,1a,1ic 
people who arc 11illing 10 pul in 11111c 
and c.:flor1 lO make SAB as-,t11:cc"lul 
a, it has been. 
An}onc illlcrc,lcd 111 the posi11on i, 
1111 llcd lo pick up an apphc:ation in 1hc 
Ofli.:c ofCampu; .\c1in11cs hcl\\ccn 
\larch 17 and \lar.:h 21. 
Hillel Fnda~ 111gh1 ,er, 1cc, at 5pm 
follo\\c.:d b} Veggie d1,h lO pa~, ,upper 
"ilh liknn . Alt,chulcr ,peaking on 
"Ne" York Jc11" call Hillel ,3323 or 
,((lp b~ "we never lo,1 11" tabk 11 am-
2prn 111 1he Union 
Fcbruar}29 al 9pm - Pegg~ f la1rc ,111d 
lhc l (rndo\\n ·\lhga1nr Jass ba11cl, 
I r.:c. ID required. Cash ba1. ,pon-
,,,rc.:c.l ll\ H11lcl and l( tr,cnd, ol 
l~raL'I. · 
l,r.il'l1 l'ull night ;11 The !'uh I hur,da, 
rci,. 22 trom X-llpm. lr,1'cl 1nro, ;1 
lun 111111. dnd_,11n(h1\\er ,ceds' 
hl,l!d< Buonagurio's pa1n1inµ,. ll>b:, 
ll11n11a~u1 ,o· ,.:ulp11ire and Ste,, 
Polc,k 1 ', collage, "111 he.: c,hibi1cd ,11 
lhc· l. ,,,1,11r, (i:llkr, on Cl)Ug.J St. 
Id,. 2~-;\larch 22. I hi: ,,pcmng rcccp-
11<111 1, ,111 ruc,da). Fc.:b ch, 5-7pm. 
Apphcaoon, a1c' nm, be1n~ ac·L'l'Pll'd 
tor the Ne.:\\ York C11v l!rh,111 Fellows 
Prng1,1111 Twcnl) student,, ~l'lecled 
on a co111pc1111,e ha'I,, \\llfk n111c 
rno111h, 111 area, such ,ts public 
management, la,1.., plann1nµ. ...,,H.:1a1 
,cr\lcc 1rnplcmcntallon, liscal 
opcrallnn, and 111tcrgo, c·r11111e111al 
rda11om . .-\dthe" 111qu1ric, lo . Ur-
ban f"cllo"' Prngram, !Jum1n1ck 
C'ucmona. D1rcc1or, 1:? Wonh <;1 . 
~cl\ York. l',;t'\\ York. J(W)l1 Ap-
phcat1011 deadline. :'11.irch 15. 
The Cu, of New York abo an11ou11ce, 
its annual Summer Managcrnclll ln-
lc.:rn Program. One hundred rnllcge 
,c111c1r, and grad ,111dcnt, 11111 be ,clc.:c·-
lcd ll) pan11:1patc ,n man, d1! fcrcnl 
,1'pc,·1, of city manal!.c.:rncnt. Addrcs, 
1nquine, to; Director, Summer 
Management Intern Program. Dept. 
of Pcr,onncl, 32 Worth St., New 
York, Nev. York, 10013. Deadline, 
March 15. 
Numcrou, ,ummer camp job h<11ng~ 
arc available through the Career Plan-
111ng Ofl ice and Jane Cam hi. Hillel 
Director, Muller Chapel. 
The Office of Career Planning Mil be 
rccruitmg Career Coumding Interns 
tor the 80-81 academic year. Through 
1ra111rng and experience, mterm will 
gain cxpo,ure to 1he Career Coun-
seling field and sharpen their coun-
1eling ,kills. Career Intern~ will advise 
. fcllo{v students on Career exploratwn 
and planning, resume writing, inter- • 
v1c\\ 1ng, graduate ,chool and other 
career rdaled i~,uc1. Application, and 
more informallon atloul the program 
will be available in l he Office or 
Career Planning after \larch 17. 
Aucn11on C\ploral(lry fre,hpcr,ons 
and other ,cckcr,' ,\ new progr,1111 
dc,igncd c,pcc1ally for you \\Iii be of-
fered on a ,crie, of e, cnmg, 111 
Feb . March and April Each 
,c,,1011 ,111! feature mforrnauon ab,,11t 
.w, era! maiors. :\ l"acuh~· member 
I rom each maJor ,1111 be prc,elll to 
speak about cour,e rcq.uirc111cn1s and 
career, in the field. Contact Acadc.:m1c 
and Ad,i,imi, Ml.filer Center, or Dc.:e 
DeDc,a 111 the Office ol Career Plan-
ning. 
011 l·ch 22. I r1da1 1,,,.;1 ~Pill'"(, J(J 
J)III Ill Ilic· li<lSSfll,I(], (hell' ,1111 he 
lr\lllll", l,1r ~Ill\ \\l'lllL'll Jlllt..'IL'\IL'd ]fl .I 
lu11d-1.i1,111g pa~c.1111 \\'1in1L'll under 
JI} .Ill' d1~1 1!1 ll' lt1 r.trlh..lJ)1lll' Ill 1)11, 
1.tl<..'111 i...Olllt'\[ f)k'd"t' 1...lHll~ jHt.'pd!L'd h 1 
fllldlllllil I iii\ ,1-..ll\1/\ I\ '>f)Pll..,Ort.·d h\ 
~llltk-111 (i(I\ IP l,ll)L' ltllld\ !or 
(, I \ l 
Student, and facult} 11Hcrc,1cd in 
lormHu, ,1 Pre-I.a\\ Sonct, can 
fl'!!"lcr' w1lh 1hc Career Plan11111!! OI-
i 1cc Pl..tns will be fon11ula1cd .ii 1cr an 
1J11llal need, a"c"111cnt "made. 
Soulh l.an,ing Ct'nll'r nc·cd, ,111dc·111s 
(Cl \\(lik Ill 1hc hl11M~ dn1il!' c·1r-
,ul,1l1on The hou1, .,re· 11q!ul1ahk 
(,o,,d oppor11J1111i I(' '"'rl,. \\\lh 
tcmalc.: 111,c111le lll'l111quc·111, 111 a 11011-
1hrca1c11111g p,1s111on 
The Rho Chapter of Ddta Mu Della, 
the National Honor Society for 
Busmc", ha, propo,cd 10 ammcnd the 
byla\\, ol the Com1i1ut1011 according 
lO Prc,1dcnl Aly,on Cerep. 11 \\ a, 
decided that the prc,cnl cumulati\c 
gr.ide po1111 a,·cragc of 3.2, ,d11ch i, 
one of the requirement, for c.:l1g1b1li1, 
of mcmllcr,hip into the S0cic.:1y, be 
r,mcd lo 3 4. The change \\a, deemed 
nccc;sar, in order for Delia \tu Delta 
lo remain an homor ~oc1cly compo,cd 
of truly d1,1ingui,hcd ,llldem,. The 
follo\\ing amendment \\a, propo,cd: 
:\rticlc 1i - r\lcmbcr,l11p 
Sec11ori 3 
b) All G111d1da1e; ror mcmbcr,h1p 
rnuq have c,1mplc1cd 50 percent of the 
\\or, for the degree 1,llh a cumula11,·e 
grade poi111 a,eragc of at lca,1 a 3..J on 
a 4.3 ,calc 111 the undergraduate 
,Lhnol, be in 1hc top ::o pcrcem ol 
their class in cu11111lam e grade,, be ot 
good d1ar1.1t..·1t.:r, and ha\'e written ap-
prm al 01· the.: dean 
The llhaca College Bureau of Conccr-
1, will be holding an orgamlalional 
mecung lO produce the free ,pring 
concert tonight at 7 PM in S302. 
Pka,c come and help us get the show 
off and find out about opportunitie~ 
on the Bureau of Concerts Executive 
Board for next year. 
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports 
Februarv 22 Februarv 21 February 21 
Anyo11e in1ern1ed 111 pl,1) ng l ·111111,1:e 
Fri,bce There ,1111 l>c ,111 
org;u111a11onal mccl111g \lo11da1. I l'i' 
25, at ~-10111 the Crm,rn,1d, 
l he· Dc1Her 1'11bt.,h111c ln,11:111e \\111 
hl' rcuu11111g on Ldlllf1l11.i I r:d,t\, 
I «.:h 22 Thh 1Jhl1!111t· prcp,nc, 
prcprnil',,1011;,I ,t udc111, 1i: 1 h,· ,11 ,._" 
ol cd111ng, prmlu,·11,,11. .1:1<1 
m:1d,e1mg. ">tudt...'111.., L'Uth1lkr1111! ,' 
career 111 the put,1J,h111!' ., orld 111,1, l>e 
1n1ercs1ed. Con1ac:1 C.irccr l'l.11111111" 
lor ,i!'n-up and 11101c 11110 
*Yeshiva 
continued.from paf!.C' 9 
not ye1 seccn the details of the 
decision. Until they arc 
reviewed, he said, it i~ too 
early to tell what impact 11 
could have upon lC'5 case 
which is scheduled to be heard 
by the Second Circuit Court 
tomorrow. Schwartz cited 
from that Court's deci,ion 
regarding Yeshiva, where the 
Court inferred that it mav be 
that at other il'stitur.c,m [l'l. er 
than Ye~hiva1 sugges11011s 
from the faculty have been 
rejected, putting tlwm in a dif-
ferent light than Ye,hi\'a. 
"The Supreme Court felt that 
at Yeshi\·a Univcr~il~, thl.' 
faculty were managerial," ,aid 
Schwartz, or1imi~tically. 
The effect of the Ye,;hi\a 
ruling on th<: plight of ICFA 
depend~ upon tbe te,t~ med in 
the decision and \\ hcther that 
decision i~ a broaJ or narrO\\ 
one. Both Borton and Schwar-
tz agree that the detaib of the 
Supreme Court decision arl.' 
crucial. 
Etcetera 
Februarv 21 
Panermoon, 7:00 & 9:30, 
Textor 102, Admission 
Sl.00 
February 21 
Proressor G.J. Barker-
Ber.field, Dept.7fHI"s-
tory, SUNY-Albany, Men-
struation and Class: 
Bureau of Concerts Spring 
~zTr;°g Meeting - 5302 
7:00 pm 
Varsity SwilT'lTlino, r.c. •,s, 
8inghamto:,, 7 :00 pr.: (!l) 
F'ebruarv 2 3 
Pancr~oon, 7:00 & 9:30, 
Tex~o~ 102, Admission 
Sl.'."'.l 
f'ebruar\' ~4 
Eas•: Rider, 8:00, Textor 
~ ~sion $1.00 
The Debate over Warren 
in Factory and College 
1850-1910. Sponsored by 
Speech co~.munications, 
rolitics, History 
February 23 
Women's Awareness Groun, 
Friends 304, 11:30 am. 
February 24 
Values Clarification 
~oo, Anne Terrell, 
coordinator of Planned 
Parenthood, ~uller 
Chapel. 2 ;oo pm 
Sexuality Workshon, Este, 
Black.man of the Colleqe 
Health Center on The 
Bare Facts, Muller Chanel 
3:30p.m. 
Raoe and Cultural Values 
~y Eisenmann, Physical 
therapy maJor and rape 
prevention counselor. 
Muller Chapel, 7:00 pm 
February 26 
What can be done with a 
Liberal Arts Degree? 
Transfer~o other I. 
C. Schools. Come here 
all about it. Textor 
103, 7:00 pm 
Look Fon,ard ~ 
~ Awareness ~ 
Alcoholism ~ 
Racism ~ 
Vandalism ~ 
Interfaith ~ Study; 
Book of Isaiah, Muller 
Chapel, 1:00 pm 
Safe Energy l'llliance 
!'.eeting, Muller Chapel 
7,30 pr.i 
Februarv 22 
Beginning Hebre.,. Lessons, 
Hillel Office, ~uller 
Olapel, 10:0G am 
Sabbath Service, ~ul ler 
Chapel, 5:00 pm 
Februarv 24 
Senior Class ~eetino -
~ ~r.i~5f- l- 7 
7 :00 pm 
Protestant~·~~-
~ for Worshio: The 
Church and Sexuality, 
Muller Chapel, 11:30 am 
UCF Evening Fellowshin 
Muller Chapel, 7:30 pm 
February 26 
Student Government, 8:00 
Union Dining Hall 
Hillel Planning Meeting, 
Hillel Office, Muller 
Chapel, 5:00 pm 
Break The Fast Meal, 
TrnaceCaTet;°ry:;:-5 ,oo 
Speakers, Slide Show 
Februarv 2 3 
Bowling at t-:YSAIAW at 
Ide's, (H) (W) 
Februarv .::.::_ 
Junior Vars1tv Basketball 
~s. Alfred, ,-,··-=1-: f':-
(fl) 
\"ars1tv Bdsketball, . ·"-
vs. Alfred, 8 :::1-:' :1r:i (!-!1 
Februarv :_2 
~:Pressed~ 
F.xh1.b:t ar.':: :r.-
' ..... ~.... l ! "'I ' .J. ... 
fl: 'J,' -, ... ' =--~~~.-
l eaqv ~ ,1"1·! 
the Lo...,· :=.r .... ,, 
All1qator ~ 
~. Lrossroacts 
'l :00 
Febru,:n ..... · .·,, 
~:, format 1onil 1 
Ri!lly, Cutsidc 
:qbe rt \Jnio~., 
"To qet 1nfor-
r~tion about the 
current ,J1spute 
between th,~ 
! .. lC"..J] ty U.IJf! thP 
:,res1:.lert. 
r 
C 
11:11 
SMORGASBORD 
:2 
• 
-, 
~-
Monday & Tuesday 5-9 
All the salad & pizza you can eat! 
_plus , . 
Two free medium sodas 
for $3.25 
at 
_,: ' ; ' : ; ' .tj 
_, 
_, , 
I'' 
',,.' ,'j 
.. 
